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Introdution2As it has been shown in the first publiation under this title (Pasha 2002,hereinafter Paper I), by the 1960s understanding the spiral struture of galax-ies entered a new stage of unusually vigorous ativity, not always very unitedor monothemati, but broadly grouped under the umbrella marked �density-wave theory�. Its foremost enthusiast and proponent was C.C. Lin. Hispapers with Frank Shu (Lin and Shu 1964, 1966) had a big and immediateimpat upon astronomers, at least as a welome sign that genuine under-standing of the spiral phenomenon seemed in some sense to be just aroundthe orner. Already at the time, however, Lin's optimism for spirals as quasi-steady waves was not entirely shared by other experts, and toward the 1960sit had beome very lear to everyone that muh hard work still remained toexplain even the persistene, muh less the dynamial origins, of the varietyof spirals that we observe.We start this seond part of our narrative with the events that ourredand developed right in the period of Lin and Shu's initial semi-empirialexplorations of 1963-66 on the alternative, dynamial front of sheared -waveresearh. It was those early analyses that first taught us, then in a loalapproximation, that massive shearing disks tend to be wonderful amplifiersand to respond strongly, though always in a trailing-spiral manner, to severalquite plausible forms of foring. After that, we will use Chapter II to desribemost engaging topis like neutral tightly wound modes, spiral shoks and starmigration that Lin and Shu plus several assoiates ontinued to explore fromabout 1966 onward, whereas in Chapter III we will turn to a fasinating andvery serious diffiulty with the group veloity that emerged only near theend of that deade. We will try to wrap it all up in Chapter IV whih willfous mainly on a remarkable onferene on spiral struture that took plaein Basel, Switzerland in August 1969. Though its overage may have beena little too slanted a priori toward praising mostly just the Lin-Shu ideasas major steps forward in this subjet, that meeting also attrated nearlyall of the other main players, and it appears interesting now to examine inretrospet whih points they themselves hose to emphasize there.
2Throughout the paper, the italiized names in parentheses refer to private ommuni-ations as identified in the note to the list of referenes.2



I. ORIGINS OF SWING AMPLIFICATIONW. Heisenberg : How ertain is it that the spirals are perma-nent strutures? May it not rather be a proess of ontinuousformation? Spiral struture might be very quikly washed outby rotation, but new spirals ould be formed by flutuationof density.J.H. Oort : I agree. But it is diffiult to oneive how spiralstrutures whih extend over an entire galaxy ould be formedentirely anew at intervals of one or two revolutions of thegalaxy. Oort 1965, p.23. . . then a spiral arm is some sort of a wave. One one saysthis, of ourse, one runs into an enormous number of possi-bilities. Prendergast 1967, p.3041.1 Cambridge unionSine Lord Rosse disovered spiral struture in M51 the expla-nation of this beautiful form has been one of the outstandingproblems of osmogony. The straightforward belief that thisstruture is a natural onsequene of a swirling motion wasprobably held by many of the early observers and it is ourhope that the present work goes some distane to establishthat belief on a firm theoretial foundation.Goldreih & Lynden-Bell 1965b, p.125Donald Lynden-Bell and Peter Goldreih met in the fall of 1963 in Cam-bridge, UK. One of them had been bak there from the USA for a yearalready, as a University leturer in mathematis and diretor of mathemat-ial studies in Clare College,3 the other had just arrived on à one-year USNational Researh Counil postdotoral fellowship.4 Goldreih had a on-ept of atual problems in galaxy dynamis and no plan to pursue them, but3One he got his PhD degree in 1960, Lynden-Bell left Cambridge for California. Work-ing at Calteh with Sandage, he solved problems on isolating integrals of motion (seeLynden-Bell 1962) and also made, with Sandage and Eggen, the lassial work on high-veloity (old) stars (Eggen et al 1962) that proved the fat old-time ontration of ourGalaxy. Besides, he visited Chandrasekhar at Yerkes Observatory for large-sale instabil-ity problems.4Goldreih's 1963 thesis was on planetary dynamis.
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Lynden-Bell got him aptivated by the prospets of spiral regeneration.5 En-thusiasm and youth � Lynden-Bell was 28, Goldreih was 24 � tempted theCambridge researhers by the onfidene that this trail would lead to thesolution of the old great puzzle, and they started marhing on the �spiralarms as sheared gravitational instabilities� (Goldreih & Lynden-Bell 1965b,hereinafter GLB) with a salvo of �requirements of any theory�.�Any theory must be wide enough to ontain the bewildering variety of gala-ti forms. The onventional piture of two spiral arms starting symmetriallyfrom the nuleus and winding several times around like ontinuous threadsis wrong in several aspets. In only about a third of all normal spirals anit be laimed that just two arms are dominant and although in these thereis some tendeny to symmetry it is not always very pronouned. [. . . ℄ Theremaining two-thirds of normal galaxies are multiple armed strutures. InS's the arms often branh at unlikely angles and the whole struture is on-siderably more messy than the onventional piture. A swirling hoth-pothof piees of spiral arms is a reasonably apt desription. A orret theorymust have room for neat symmetrial two-armed spirals, but it must notpredit that most normal galaxies should be like that. The mehanism ofspiral arm formation must be so universal that it an still work under thediffiult messy onditions of a typial spiral galaxy� (GLB, p.126).No less ategorial was the authors' view of the aute `winding problem'raised just a few years ago (Prendergast & Burbidge 1960; Oort 1962) tostrengthen the evidene that �anything in the Galaxy is sheared at suh arate that at the end of perhaps one or two rotation periods it will be quiteunreognizable� (Prendergast 1967, p.304).�Unless the galaxies have onspired all to be spiral together for a very briefperiod we must dedue that either (1) the spiral struture rotates nearlyuniformly although the material rotates differentially, or (2) the arms areshort-lived but reform as open strutures, or (3) that the observations arewrong and spirals rotate nearly uniformly� (GLB, p.127).�To admit (3), is to say that the theorist is bankrupt of ideas�, � GLBjudged (p.127); definitely higher they favored �perhaps the most promising5�What I knew about spiral struture I learned from a ourse at Cornell entitled �Cos-mology and Evolution� that I took in the winter of 1962 while still a graduate student. Itwas the only astronomy ourse I ever took. (After ompleting my thesis, I was appointedan instrutor and taught the ourse the following year.) From this ourse I learned thatyoung stars were onentrated in spiral arms and beame aware of the winding problem.[. . . ℄ My thesis advisor Thomas Gold mentioned Donald Lynden-Bell's name to me assomeone who did interesting work on stellar dynamis. Otherwise I didn't know anythingabout him before arriving in Cambridge. Nor did I have any intention of working withhim. I annot reall how and why we started to ollaborate, but probably it was due inlarge part to Donald's infetious enthusiasm for pretty muh any topi in astronomy orrelated fields�. (Goldreih)�I think my enthusiasm was that the stability of a differentially rotating disk even onemodeled as gas had not been worked out and understood and our mathematis shouldallow us to understand that problem�. (Lynden-Bell)4



of the theories based on (1)� that was being made aross the Atlanti (Linand Shu 1964),6 yet what they found even more onsistent with the sheeromplexity of atual galaxies was their own �seond type of theory�.Spiral arms, the authors reasoned, are reognized above all by theirbrightness due to hot massive stars that are being formed there. For allthat formative period, onsiderable ompression of interstellar gas is needed.It logially alls for Jeans instability as ourring mostly in the spiral arms,and �this at one raises the question whether the arms themselves an bedue to gravitational instability on a slightly grander sale� (GLB, p.126).1.2 Swing amplifiationIn the severe amplifiation, Goldreih and Lynden-Bell offeredone real nugget of a disovery.7 Toomre 1977, p.474Lynden-Bell (1960) had already tried to materialize his spiral-regenerationidea. He was then riveted to strit modal analyses of gas sheets whih appliedin the ase of rigid rotation only, but he hoped their sensible modifiationswould nevertheless give him a orret view of the effets of shear. He foundthis way misleading, yet he retained his original interest.8 Goldreih toldLynden-Bell when they met that Gold, his thesis advisor, had imaginedsome suh onept, too, but ould not work it out.9 He also told that withGold's influene his own refletions on the spiral-winding problem and the6It is not entirely lear when and how GLB had first learned about Lin's spiral interestsand initial steps. Lynden-Bell does not think they had �any thoughts about Lin or aboutsteady waves� when they worked in 1963 (Lynden-Bell). But soon afterwards they knewabout the Lin & Shu 1964 paper from its preprint that Lin had sent to Lynden-Bell inmid-July 1964 to aknowledge his own reeipt of the GLB preprints. �My reation to thatpaper was that Lin and Shu had missed out the real problem by leaving out the pressure.While I read that paper my feeling was that had I been sent it to referee I would haverejeted it. [. . . ℄ I believe that if the paper of Lin and Shu had not been written we wouldhave written essentially the same paper, and I think [one has℄ the information to deduethat from [. . . ℄ my thesis along with our GLB paper, and one is a natural outome fromthe other and the more detailed stability alulation.� (Lynden-Bell)7The now aepted term swing amplifiation had been introdued not in the origi-nal GLB and JT papers of the mid-1960s, but some 15 years later, in one of Toomre'sonferene talks (Toomre 1981).8�I was already at work on the spiral problem in 1959-60, and an outline of the hangingwavelength stabilizing modes as they get sheared is given in my thesis with the dedutionthat probably this theory of spiral struture will not work. One hapter was neverthelessentitled �Towards a regenerative theory of spiral arms.� (Lynden-Bell 1964d)9�I imagine we are but the present end of a long line of people who believed theseideas�, Lynden-Bell reated (1964d). 5



Figure 1: Amplitude amplifiation of a wave in the ourse of its swinging from leading
(τ < 0) to trailing (τ > 0). (The figure is reprodued from Goldreih & Lynden-Bell 1965)fat that young stars are onentrated in the arms had set him to thinkingabout loal gravitational instability in differentially rotating disks. Lynden-Bell immediately appreiated this small-sale approah, and they took it uptogether.Imagine a washboard-like sinusoidal disturbane with its parallel restsand troughs oriented initially at some arbitrary, perhaps even `leading', anglewith respet to the galatoentri diretion. The basi differential rotationof that region of a galati disk will slide (shear, swing) that density patternas if it were painted material, exept that the sinusoidal disturbane is itselfa wave and its own amplitude will evolve amidst the shearing. To explorethe atual harater of this time evolution, GLB figured out a neat 2nd-orderdifferential equation (almost as if for a mass vibrating on a string, thoughnow with a time-variable spring rate). In that way that they disovered thatsuh speial waves an get amplified very strongly indeed as the shear sweepsthem around through the fully open orientation, espeially in the ase whentheir gaseous equivalent (Goldreih & Lynden-Bell 1965a) to Toomre's Q isas low as unity and the azimuthal wavelength λy mathes Toomre's (1964a)axisymmetri ritial λT (Fig.1).Speifially, GLB onsidered a path of a gravitating gas sheet, small6



and distant from the rotation axis to allow retangular geometry and ne-glet radial variability of all its harateristis exept angular speed Ω(r)defining the shear rate A = −1/2rdΩ/dr. They attahed o-moving axes xand y, oriented one radially and the other along the flow, to shearing ma-terial and explored in new axes x′ = x, y′ = y + 2Axt wave harmonis ofthe form exp[i(kxx′ + kyy
′)] = exp[iky(y − τx)]. Eah of them knew itsinvariable azimuthal wavenumber ky and turned by the shear `lok hand'

τ = 2At − kx/ky (pointing radially at τ = 0) in the amplitude ontrol ofan inhomogeneous in τ differential equation.10 In its struture, shown byGLB to be the same for infinite and finite thikness models,11 they read the10�I remember Peter oming into my room saying he had an interest in spiral strutureand that he did not know how to solve the problem but had figured out what oordinatesto use. He then told me about his shearing oordinates whih were the key to that work.�(Lynden-Bell)�I ertainly didn't solve anything substantial, but I believe that I reognized that theseoordinates exhanged homogeneity in time for that in x. This was probably the mostimportant ontribution I brought to my ollaboration with Donald. [. . . ℄ I don't knowwhether shearing oordinates had been used in fluid problems before GLB. However, theyare suh a normal hoie that it would surprise me if that had not been.� (Goldreih)The sheared disturbanes were adopted in the first papers on the non-axisymmetriloal dynamis of galati disks (GLB; Julian & Toomre 1966). More lassial, separableforms A(r) exp[iωt − mθ)] were reognized in the spiral-mode ontext just one or twoyears earlier (Lin & Shu 1964; Hunter 1963; Kalnajs 1963). (Lindblad had long ago beenusing them in his umbersome bar-spiral theories. Contopoulos realls (Contopoulos) thatwhen in 1962 he told Lin about Lindblad's work in some detail, Lin took with him to MITa bath of the latter's artiles but then onfessed that he did not understand them andpreferred to start working from the srath.) The interonnetion of these two types ofdisturbanes was for years questionable, and, for instane, Hunter who ommented on itin his 1972 review ritiized the �seemingly arbitrary deision� about using shearing axesand their related Fourier-analysis, pointing out that although it leads to solutions �thathave ertain desirable properties� it yet �does not show why these partiular solutionsshould be espeially signifiant� and, after all, �masks the possibility of steady waves�(Hunter 1972, p.234-35). Lynden-Bell admits that he �did not see how to translate ourresult into a real stability result on exp(iωt)modes with ω real or omplex�, referring toDrury (1980) as one who first �showed how to do this� (Lynden-Bell). However that mayhave been, sheared tehniques adequately aptured a very powerful amplifiation proess,and this alone was to sound an alert to the danger of underrating them.11The reason why GLB negleted muh simpler but suffiient �thin disk models withinfinite density� is urious. They believed that those were �violently unstable sine thegrowth rate of Jeans' gravitational instability is proportional to (Gρ)1/2� (GLB, p.127).Lynden-Bell dislosed the misthought one he had submitted the paper. Yet he did notdisavow it by inserting orretions in proof: that would indiate an obvious inelegane ofthe authors' original analyses, and to redue that would have meant to redo the wholepubliation beause quite a number of its key disussions leaned prinipally on the vertial,third dimension.Lynden-Bell to Toomre: �I have now read properly your work (Toomre 1964a) andwrite to apologize for our tirades against infinitely thin disks. Earlier we held the beliefthat beause of the form of Jeans' instability formula all bodies of infinite density must beunstable with infinitely rapid growth rates and that analyses that only found finite rateswere not really treating true Jeans instability but rather the assoiated divergene-freeor inompressible osillations of a ompressible fluid. [. . . ℄ I now agree that suffiiently7



behavioral sheme of suh waves. At initial stages of their leading orienta-tions the inter-rest spaing λ is small and gas pressure ensures stability. Asthe waves are swept round, λ rises (right up to λy), the pressure loses itseffet, and the net shear omes into play. It tends to feed genuinely `well-organized' gas perturbations, and the waves get amplified.12 But by thetime of their onsiderable trailing there omes the renewed dominane of thepressure term and, with it, renewed osillation, now at a largely enhanedamplitude.131.3 Spiral regeneration, take twoIn order to ontinue the problem you must then do some-thing nonlinear, or you must simply publish the results. Theauthors mentioned did something non-linear.Prendergast, 1967, p.309The disovery of strong amplifiation of shearing formations in self-gravi-tating systems must have surprised most of the osmogonists and dynami-ists who used to think of galaxies as figures of basially uniform rotation.In essene, with this elementary and natural `miroproess' Goldreih andanisotropi veloities an hange the look of Jeans' riterion so that you are really dis-ussing the same instabilities that we are.� (Lynden-Bell 1964b)�The enterpiee equation of GLB is more ompliated than neessary beause we didnot learly realize that it would have been adequate to study two-dimensional sheets.Thin disks faithfully apture all the horizontal dynamis of thik ones in the ontextof density wave theory and swing amplifiation. All of the regenerative spiral struturestory ould have been told in the ontext of two-dimensional disks beause, aside from aminor orretion for vertial thikness, all that matters for the dynamis is the horizontalveloity dispersion.� (Goldreih)12To better understand the amplifying mehanism, GLB first looked into the situationwith an infinite medium subjeted at some moment to a slight disturbane in the plane ofrotation, its gravity and pressure being turned off. Eah elementary `fluid volume' therestarts moving along its epiyli orbit �with only one veloity at eah point at any one time�(unlike its stellar ounterpart with no osillatory phase orrelation of its stars), but as theepiyli period hanges with radius due to shear, the motions of `perturbed elements' oneah given azimuth are progressively more and more out of phase, the stronger the larger istheir separation, beause of whih the density amplitude in plaes grows with time. In thenon-axisymmetri ase, azimuthal phase (and amplitude) dependene of initial perturbedmotions beomes one more growth fator: the shear brings parts with different phase andslightly different radius to a ommon azimuth, whih only adds to the proportional phase-differene dependene on the radial distane and makes the density growth still stronger.But the same shear also produes a ounteration as it shortens trailing wavelengths thusreduing amplifying apaities. Overall, onsequently, �this interesting behavior is notdiretly related to spiral arm formation.� (GLB, p.130)13�I suspet we didn't expend muh effort attempting to provide a physial as opposedto a mathematial explanation for the transient growth of sheared waves.� (Goldreih)8



Lynden-Bell struk upon a powerful engine for generating spiral strutures,at least in a transient way. Still what they had dealt with so far was awave-propagation problem that gave no losed dynamial piture, even inloal setting. It left untouhed the vital points of fresh-wave soures (one-time, periodi or permanent; external or internal; distributed or ompat)and resulting responses. This engaged our authors throughout muh of theremainder of their work where they tried to build a home by way of �rea-sonable speulation whih [they℄ probably felt was justified by [their℄ solidresult� (Goldreih).Within this speulation, �the predited return to osillatory haraterneed not our�. With isothermal gas, it gets �energetially advantageous�and �energetially possible for the nonlinear modes to ontinue to ondenserather than to revert to osillatory behavior� (GLB, pp.139, 150), beauseenergy released during the gravitational ollapse annot be stored as ther-mal energy and is radiated away.14 A thing to stop the growth and revertthe system to its initial state (else it is no mahine) is to break the energyreplenishment of the gas layer. This done, it flattens and gets less stable.Closer to marginal stability, the swing amplifier is turned on, it applies tovarious existing perturbations,15 and analysis has it best tuned on those with
λy

∼= 8πh, h being the layer's half-thikness. In the nonlinear stage, genuinetrailing arms have been formed and hot stars are born in growing onden-sations. They stir up the interstellar gas, however, and it swells, reoveringstability. The amplifier is turned off, the spiral arms break down, the starformation stops, the hot stars fade away, the gas layer thins, and the ylerepeats � loal strutures on a sale λy
∼= 1-2 kp are periodially regeneratedeverywhere in the gas layer, the only responsive galati ingredient.14One knew well the interstellar gas as being heated up by star-formation regions andpartiularly by supernovae, but also dissipative, tending to self-ooling and forming lumpsat least slightly bounded by self-gravity. This invited a no less than two-omponentgas sheme with moleular louds as its disrete, dense, old and inelasti part. Suha mix badly approximates to an isothermal gas sheet, however, and it arries over nobetter to aousti waves. �It is not lear at all how one may go about desribing theolletive behavior of suh a medium � Kalnajs reasoned. � Clearly an appliation of thehydrodynamial equations (inluding magneti effets), orret in priniple though, leadsto a problem of unmanageable proportions� (Kalnajs 1965, p.56). He thus �pretty muhavoided gas dynamis.� (Kalnajs) Toomre had taken some suh ation as if ontinuinghis star-disk-stability study, and even submitted a speial paper to ApJ (Toomre 1965),but then he dropped it suddenly and was never upset about having retreated (Toomre).In ontrast, Goldreih and Lynden-Bell, who laimed priority to gas models, just hadto be ontent with their simplest isothermal treatment, saying that it was �not a badapproximation� overall and, anyway, �not signifiant for the linear mathematis fromwhih we obtained our main results.� (Goldreih)15�We felt that there were lots of disturbanes in galaxies one one mode had beomenonlinear and so there would be no diffiulty in having a small omponent to amplify. Wewere not onerned with any feedbak loop at that time and to this day I am less than sureof its existene in real unbarred galaxies as opposed to theorist's models.� (Lynden-Bell)9



Now what to do with the disk of stars, another liensed player in galaxydynamis? Its natural length sale differs from that of the gas layer almostexatly in the ratio of their olumn (surfae) densities, or typially roughly10:1. At suh a hostile differene their atual oupling annot stop the inter-stellar gas, well able to ool itself, from tending to have severe gravitationalinstabilities of its own. Yet GLB rekoned that Jeans instability �ours forstars in muh the same way as it ours for gas� so that the �spiral arm for-mation should [. . . ℄ be regarded [. . . ℄ as an instability of the whole star-gasmixture�.16 Thus they oopted the star disk into their basi gas-dynamialsheme and got a ondominium with an essentially stellar `effetive' densityand � learly � λT -omparable harateristi sale λy
∼= 10 kp, �embarrass-ingly large for something dedued from a small-sale approximation�. �Froma loal theory we annot produe any preferene for the formation of sym-metrial two-arm spirals�, GLB reognized, but found it �however [. . . ℄ likelythat the instability leading to them is a somewhat more organized form ofthe one disussed here� (GLB, p.151).16The GLB gas treatment of galati disks refleted Lynden-Bell's earlier devotion toosmogony and, in its frames, to Ledoux-oriented analytial tradition of treating flatsystems (Ledoux 1951). GLB believed that even the largest-sale galaxy dynamis featuresthe gas as the older and more pliable dynamial omponent, and the idea of general`equivalent stability' of gas and star models hit them on the fat that those obey the sameJeans-instability riterion πGρ ≥ Ω2 when infinite and in uniform rotation.Lynden-Bell to Toomre: �We treated everything as gas not beause we think the gas isdominant (exept possibly as a triggering mehanism) but beause in those ases wherethe transition from stability to instability an be worked out for both a star distributionfuntion and an equivalent gas system they both beome unstable at the same point. Atpresent I only have a proof of this for star lusters whose distribution funtions dependon energy only and I am not sure what equations of state the anisotropi pressure of agas should obey if it is to go unstable in the same way as the stars in the disk of a galaxy.However I think this would probably make our basi philosophy learer. This work onthe equivalene of stability is almost all that is diretly relevant that is happening here atpresent�. (Lynden-Bell 1964a) (�I had already found very little differene between starsand gas in the Jeans instability riterion so had little ompuntion in solving the gasproblem with the veloity dispersion of stars replaed by the sound veloity of the gas.�(Lynden-Bell))Toomre to Lynden-Bell : �I understood that your mainmotive was not so muh to gatherwhat a supposedly smooth gas disk would do by itself, as to mimi the likely behavior of adisk of stars. At least in a vague, intuitive sense I agree with you that the pressure shouldgive neutral stability results that should at the worst be of the orret order of magnitude.[. . . Still℄ the evident gross unevenness in the way the interstellar matter appears to bedistributed in most galaxies would have meant that suh initially smooth analyses ouldnot diretly be relevant.� (Toomre 1964)Lynden-Bell to Toomre: �I onvined myself that star and gas systems (apart fromstati) normally have different ritial stability riteria. This floors my earlier hope thoughI did prove a nie theorem for stati systems.� (Lynden-Bell 1964) �When I get a typist todo it I will also send you a lengthened version of the paper I delivered at IAU SymposiumNo 25 on stability of ollisionless systems. This is great fun though not applied to spiralproblems.� (Lynden-Bell 1964d) 10



The GLB paper was losed with a �Note added in proof� whose reprodu-tion here will allow us to turn onveniently to the subjet of the remainingsetions of this hapter.�We have heard from Dr Toomre and Mr Julian of further work on zerothikness stellar disks inluding a disussion of sheared modes. These be-have very similarly to their gaseous ounterparts disussed here. This workwas independent of ours although the same sheared oordinates have beeninvented by them.� (GLB, p.157-158)1.4 Transient growth and asymptoti stabilityWilliam Julian had, like Toomre, Kalnajs and Shu, been an undergraduatestudent at MIT. After reeiving his bahelor's degree in mathematis in 1961,he ontinued on as a graduate student and soon took a ourse on galatiastronomy from Woltjer when he visited MIT. That roused Julian's interestin galaxy dynamis, and the time, personified by Lin and Toomre, magnifiedit. When the latter ompleted his axisymmetri-stability study of flat stellargalaxies (Toomre 1964a), he determined to enompass the asymmetri task,and this motif guided him and Julian into their work on �Non-axisymmetriresponses of differentially rotating disks of stars� (Julian and Toomre 1966;hereinafter JT), whih started in the spring of 1964. The news soon aboutparallel studies at the English Cambridge gave them still more inentive tostruggle along, upon whih Toomre promptly and in detail informed Lynden-Bell about the steps the MIT duet had done and planned to do.17�Sine this May, a graduate student named W. Julian and I have been in-volved in muh the same sort of an analysis as you desribe in your Part II,but for the somewhat more ompliated ase of a thin sheet of stars withnot insignifiant random motions in the plane of the disk. [. . . ℄ My interestin your problem dates bak to the sheared non-axisymmetri disturbanesfor the ase of negligible pressure, whih were among the things I reported17Lynden-Bell and Toomre already knew eah other. They first met briefly in June 1962at Woods Hole Oeanographi Institute. Toomre's old axisymmetri modal alulationswere being finished during his stay there, and he spoke of disk instabilities at a seminarwith Lynden-Bell present. (The listener later realled: �I fear that suh are one's subjetiveimpressions that my memory of your talk at Woods Hole is solely an irrelevane whih Iwill not burden you with� (Lynden-Bell 1964b). �I think your sentene is Churhillian�,then ommented Toomre.) In June 1964 Mestel visited MIT, and he brought both Lin andToomre preprints of two GLB papers from Lynden-Bell. �Figures 3-5 in their Paper (orreally preprint) II resembled hugely what Bill Julian and I had managed both to disoverand to plot all on our own just during the preeding 1-2 months � Toomre realls. � Wehad at that point been doing our stellar dynamis only via trunated moment equationswhih were flawed in not inluding the strong (= vaguely Landau) damping toward shortwavelengths that is very harateristi of the stellar rather than gaseous problem ... andit was for that slightly bogus reason that our results looked so similar.� (Toomre)11



in the reent ApJ. Even at the time I did those, I realized that any inlusionof pressure fores to remove the shortest instabilities would leave a typi-al situation that was at first stable, when the disturbane was still tightlywrapped in the `unnatural' sense, then unstable for a while, and finally sta-ble again. (In fat, if one were to hoose the unwrapped wavelength longenough, and the pressure quite small, I felt one would even find two periodsof temporary instability! Have you tried this admittedly unrealisti ase onyour omputer?)18 However, I felt then that the situation did not merita detailed alulation, sine it ould not be terribly relevant to the spiralproblem to disuss suh disturbanes to a supposedly uniform disk of gas inview of the observational evidene about the gross unevenness of the existinggas distributions in galaxies. [. . . ℄Certainly, you arrive at a most worthwhile result in observing that un-der irumstanes in whih the axisymmetri instabilities (loally at least)would be avoided, there is still the distint possibility of temporary non-axisymmetri instabilities, and that this ould not help but provide a bias inany situation with a somewhat random exitation in favor of waves with the`natural' wrapped-up orientation. [. . . ℄ Where I would at present reservemy judgment is in your onlusion that your result is diretly pertinent tothe spiral problem. Julian and I had our own burst of enthusiasm on thiswhen we obtained our very similar results, but lately it has beome a littlemore diffiult for us to envisage the exat onnetions. But surely it annotbe altogether irrelevant!� (Toomre 1964b)19Using kineti methods, Julian and Toomre desribed non-axisymmetriresponses in a thin Cartesian model of a small stellar-disk region of a non-barred galaxy (JT model). In so doing, they atually managed to onquer aonsiderably more diffiult tehnial problem via the ollisionless Boltzmannequation than the one that GLB had needed to solve for their idealized gas.20Help from the Volterra-type integral equation to whih the authors had on-verted the problem enabled them to trak the evolution of an impulsively18�We did not try any of the double growth period solutions (where osillations takeplae in between growths) beause unless the radial modes are unstable the double growthones never get a deent aeleration.� (Lynden-Bell 1964a)19�I agree with almost all you say, Lynden-Bell responded, even to some extent thedoubtfulness of whether the theory as outlined by us is really the mehanism.� (Lynden-Bell 1964a)20�My main idea in spring 1964 had been to expand the perturbed phase density fromthe ollisionless Boltzmann equation as a sum of produts of Hermite polynomials in uand
v multiplying the two-dimensional unperturbed Shwarzshild distribution. Closing themwas not a big onern [... and℄ this was already some rather honest stellar dynamis.[. . . ℄ But Bill and I were dismayed to learn during summer 1964 (or roughly a month ortwo after the GLB preprints had arrived) that suh expansions looked as if they wouldneed thousands (!) of terms to begin to apture reasonably aurately the later deay ofvibrations due to what we realized eventually was just phase-mixing. It was this terribleineffiieny that prompted Bill to go looking extra hard at the alternative route of anintegral equation. And it was definitely he who first realized that the feroious kernelthere ould be integrated expliitly, an insight that suddenly made that route muh morepalatable than it had seemed at first� (Toomre).�I guess Alar knew it also, but did not realize that the integrals ould be worked out.�(Julian) 12



applied disturbane and to see the shared waves damping. They dampedas well at a finite-time imposition of disturbanes, while asymptotially, as
t → ∞.21 �This means, JT onluded, that a ollisionless star disk, if itstritly obeyed our model equations, ould not even sustain self-onsistentnon-axisymmetri waves set up by previous gravitational disturbanes, letalone admit modes that grow indefinitely� (JT, p.819). This plainly on-flited with the Lin-Shu self-sustained and tightly wrapped wave senery,while still giving it formally, as the axisymmetri limit, a saving hane inan indefinitely slow damping.22These results enabled Julian and Toomre to speak of the stability in thestrit sense. Beause the heat and shear parameters played no quantitativerole (as well as ky, they were only demanded not to be infinitesimally small),JT stated that the tehnially orret riterion for their model disk had tobe the axisymmetri one, Q > 1. Yet �this uriously simple onlusion� is21That non-axisymmetri waves damp is due to phase mixing of the perturbed stardistribution funtion in the ourse of its averaging. It does not imply energy dissipation aslong as the system obeys the isentropi ollisionless Boltzmann equation. In the gradient-free JT model, the mixing effet omes from the shear that breaks down phase alignmentof the stars on their epiyles, indued by previous disturbanes. Waves of lengths λy >>
2πre (re being the epiyli radius) are almost uninfluened, while those of λy ≤ 2πre ≈ λTdamp severely.�Agris Kalnajs started hammering away on my dense skull from roughly spring or sum-mer 1963 onward about the undamped axisymmetri vibrations even in the presene ofample (espeially Q > 1) random epiyli motions, � sine they followed very naturally(as he well knew) from the kinds of plasma-like math. [. . . ℄ I remained suspiious for along time espeially about his laims that there should be suh undamped vibrations nomatter how short one hose their wavelengths � I had somehow beome over-onvinedthat strong phase mixing or loosely speaking `Landau damping' of any short waves instellar sheets had to be the rule and ould not be avoided! Of ourse on the latter point Iwas wrong, as even Julian and I had onvined ourselves [...℄, . . . but intuition is a funnything, and sometimes when wrong it takes a long time to get repaired.� (Toomre)22�Let me state again, a little more expliitly, why all that largely Russian `grumbling'about folks in this business having been genuinely `ignorant of plasma parallels' is begin-ning to get under my skin. In its linearized form, the ollisionless Boltzmann equationis nothing more than a 1st-order quasi-linear PDE whih almost any ompetent appliedmathematiian would (or should) reognize is solvable via very standard harateristiurves suh as I did in my paper (Toomre 1964a). So I honestly still don't think that wasany big deal, or something that C.C. or anyone else ould not quikly rederive on theirown. One most definitely did not need to go running to plasma physiists to see howthey had handled something so `obvious'. [. . . But℄ those harateristis surfaed againin JT, and there in a situation with a shear flow whih even the kind plasma physiistshad probably not met! I also assert that the Volterra integral equation (21) from JT �with its kernel figured out as ompatly and expliitly as it appears in eqn (23) thanks tomy lever student Julian � is distintly more remarkable than anything Lin & Shu 1966managed to do on their own, esp. sine that formalism not only ontains `their' dispersionrelation as a limiting ase that we there only hinted at, but also beause we unlike theywent on to show right in JT that the shearing sheet `ould not even sustain self-onsistentnon-axisymmetri waves', plainly ontrary to what Lin & Shu 1966 would have impliedfor this same situation.� (Toomre) 13



but an asymptoti result, they stressed: �as suh, it does not prelude theamplifiation of disturbanes during a oneivable intermediate time period�(JT, p.819). And JT did ompute �a remarkable transient growth of thesewavelets while swinging� (p.821), very similar to that revealed by GLB ingas models.1.5 Spiral stellar wakesThe main inferene to be drawn from these analyses is un-doubtedly that even a seemingly stable, differentially rotat-ing star disk ought to respond with a remarkable intensity,and in a distintly spiral manner, to quite typial forms ofnon-axisymmetri foring. [. . . ℄ These intense trailing starresponses obviously demand a physial explanation.Julian & Toomre 1966, pp.829, 827The response to a traveling point mass is a nie physial ideaalthough again it an't be very large sale. However I am sureone an see results of it in galaxies and it ould be importantas an observational tool to tell the onditions in a galaxy fromthe shapes and angles of `the tails of ondensations'.Lynden-Bell 1964dHowever nie the above results from the first part of the JT paper may haveappeared, one annot help noting that in the large they just onfirmed thebasi GLB piture of the strong transient amplifiation. The `English signal'that had ome to Julian and Toomre in June 1964 must have made them feelthat they would not get out of the shadow ast by the GLB-planted spreadingtree without an advane in strit desription of loal swing-amplifiation inits self-onsistene and losure. And, it must be said, that signal did not takethem unawares: they had already set themselves the task of answering thequestion: �How would a thin, differentially rotating, self-gravitating diskof stars respond to the presene of a single, partile-like onentration ofinterstellar material orbiting steadily within its plane?� (JT, p.810)�We have thus far mainly talked about putting these disturbanes together toobtain among others the density patterns of the steady response of stars to apoint mass representing a similarly orbiting gas onentration, for instane.23This task will only be messy, not diffiult, [. . . ℄ but we an already foreseethat the response density will be in the form of an elongated hump, inlinedroughly at your angle to the radius� (Toomre 1964b).23�It must have ourred to Bill and myself that the foring by a point mass was a basiquestion to be answered, sine it amounts essentially to a Green's funtion approah tothis subjet.� (Toomre) 14



Figure 2: A stationary density response of the JT model on the ation of a loal masssoure. Q = 1.4, V (r) = const. (The figure is reprodued from Julian & Toomre 1966)Volterra-equation methods allowed Julian and Toomre to alulate thoseresponses, essentially by superposing lots of individually shearing waves toobtain a steady pattern of positive and negative disturbed densities in theviinity of the imposed mass point. And preisely beause many of thosewaves had been strongly swing-amplified, this sum of Fourier harmonisresulted in an awesome trailing stellar wake extending to both sides from thepoint perturber (Fig.2). As might be expeted, the isodensity line inlinationwas sensitive to the shear rate and muh less so to the stability parameter Q;the latter, in its turn, strongly influened the wake's amplitude, espeiallyat Q ∼= 1. JT preferred Q = 1.4, however, as orresponding to our solarviinity, and for this ase they omputed disk-thikness orretions. At theassumed thikness 2h ∼= 0.1λT
∼= 1kp, those redued the perturbed gravityby no more than 20-30% but did not hurt the general harateristi pitureof a steady trailing spiral-shaped wake that impressed one with its severelength sale and amplitude (Fig.3).To larify the dynamial substane, the authors separately onsideredwhat happens to a `old' test star, say, on a larger irular galati orbitthan the imposed point mass, as the differential rotation arries it past thisfore enter, olletive fores being ignored (Fig.4). As long as the timeinterval during whih the star is lose to the enter is only a fration ofan epiyli period, as in the shearing onditions near the Sun, the radial15



Figure 3: A polar-oordinate view of the response in Fig.2 orreted for the disk thik-ness 2h ≃ 0.1λT . The galatoentri distane R0 equals λT . (The figure is reproduedfrom Julian & Toomre 1966)fore omponent resembles an impulse ourring at the instant of losestpassage. It sets the star in epiyli motion by giving it a radially inwarddisturbane veloity at the abreast position. Beause of this the relativespeed of passage reahes a minimum approximately one-quarter epiyliperiod later, or some 450 or so downstream of the perturbing mass point.This angle, whih is onsiderably larger in the olletive ase � toward 700,as in Figs 3, 4 � shows the diretion in whih the passing stars are groupedmost losely, forming a harateristi phase onentration alled a wake.What an one say about the JT work in summary? It stands on its own asa omplete solution to a well-defined problem, an aurate and ample model,a neat and strit theory (though tedious to ompute). Being self-ontained,it has no need for subsidiary assumptions, hypotheses, speulations and eval-uations. It must have been evident to many thinkers that a steady ompatsoure might reate nothing but a steady (what else, if any?) hump of trail-ing (what other in the fae of shear?) orientation. Why had this idea notbeen worked out earlier? Beause fresh physial intuition, mathematial ex-ellene and advaned omputing were needed, and all at one. But, all thesame, the paper itself impeded general insight into its findings. Written withthe feeling of intelletual and aestheti pleasure of having solved a diffiultbut important problem, the artile ontains some unneessary onfusing de-tails, and in other plaes � through srupulous and otherwise brilliant styleand wording � is too ondensed to be aessible without a lot of work by thereader. So it was rather too terse and mathematial in the general limate16



Figure 4: Trajetory of a test star moving past a loal mass soure. Q = 1.4 and
V (r) = const as in Fig.2, but the olletive effets due to mutual attrations of thebakground stars are turned off. (The figure is reprodued from Julian & Toomre 1966)of tastes and attitudes with whih traditional astronomers had enounteredthe early steps of new, modern galaxy dynamis. It has been no wonder thateven several serious dynamiists, let alone ordinary astronomers, have neverbothered to read this important paper arefully.241.6 The roads partTempted by a wealth of interests and prospets, the fathers of the `swirlinghoth-poth' theory were not very resolute about raising their yet-unrisen-to-its-feet brainhild. Goldreih had no plans at all to ontinue working onspiral struture, and one he had moved from Cambridge to California in thesummer of 1964 he did not pursue their studies. In the late 1970s only didhe return to the subjet, and then only when he began to study planetaryring dynamis with Tremaine (Goldreih & Tremaine 1978, 1979, 1980).�You must appreiate that I was not a major player in the story you areonerned with nor did I ever onsider myself to be one. Moreover, I am nota partiularly sholarly sientist, and am undoubtedly guilty of paying too24The JT paper had fewer than 20 itations (aording to ADS) in the first 10 yearsafter its publiation. 17



little attention to who deserves redit and for what even on topis to whihI have ontributed. My main pleasure omes from understanding things formyself. I like to get applause for my work, but that is a seondary benefit.�(Goldreih)No sooner had Lynden-Bell submitted the GLB artile (spring 1964) thanhe �just finished a paper (Lynden-Bell 1965a) on explaining the bending ofthe galati plane by a preession of the galaxy� and then �temporarily leftspiral researh for a problem in general relativity� (Lynden-Bell 1964a) � ap-parently, not without a ompuntion on Goldreih's departure and partialunsuess of arranging things with Toomre so that they �an work om-plementarily rather than on the same topis� (Lynden-Bell 1964).�I quiteexpet to stop or rather remained stopped for a bit� regarding galaxy-diskproblems, Lynden-Bell wrote to the latter (Lynden-Bell 1964d), still in win-ter 1964-65 he ollaborated with Ostriker on a general energy priniple fordifferentially rotating bodies. In his 1960 thesis (Lynden-Bell 1960) he al-ready had one for axisymmetri modes, and he was eager now about the non-axisymmetri ase envisaging its relevane to spiral modes. The work wasalmost ompleted by the time Lynden-Bell left Cambridge, and his summer1965 arrival at the Royal Greenwih Observatory in Herstmoneux returnedhim for a while to spiral regeneration hannels. Impressed by the �formidablediffiulties� that the leading spiral theories of the day met �in fitting preiselythe observed phenomena in our Galaxy�, he announed that he was to show�a fundamental role for a small magneti field in a basially gravitationaltheory� via �modifiation of the Goldreih�Lynden-Bell�Toomre approah�.That, he believed, �provides a more natural disrimination between old starsand gas, avoids the relaxation diffiulties and provides ondensations whihdo not spin too rapidly for star formation.� (Lynden-Bell 1966, p.57-58)�I have gone over to being a magneti man in part�, Lynden-Bell wroteto Toomre (Lynden-Bell 1965b) inviting him for a bigger joint effort, whihstruk the latter as a bizarre digression (Toomre). Something must havebeen disturbing him as to whih spiral ideas to believe.25 Possibly, thiswas partly due to his general motif of finding pleasure in formulating andtrying original dynamial problems rather than in routinely learing roadsalready laid. There Lynden-Bell was no doubt suessful sine despite hisfew misarriages (like Lynden-Bell 1965a) he had won fame as a galaxydynamiist already in the 1960s, espeially after his important studies onviolent relaxation of stellar systems (Lynden-Bell 1967) and on the natureof quasars (Lynden-Bell 1969). With all that he himself has admitted, as ifimplying the reverse of the medal:25�I still do not know whether the magnetism is an important atalyst for the modes wesee or whether it is irrelevant. It is irrelevant for a purely stellar system but what we seehas gas and star-formation.� (Lynden-Bell)18



�I have no laim to the theory of spiral struture. Of those who one workedon it I feel that I am one of those least well informed as to its urrent stateand most skeptial that a full understanding has even yet been reahed.�(Lynden-Bell)Working with Toomre on stellar wakes, Julian prepared his PhD the-sis �On the Enhanement of the Random Veloities of Stars in Disk-likeGalaxies�, supervised offiially by Lin and submitted in August 1965 (Ju-lian 1965).26 There and in his onsequent paper (Julian 1967) he alulatedthe heating of orbiting stars suh wakes ause. The simple truth of loaldifferential rotation and triaxial residual-veloity ellipsoid had long arguedpartial relaxation of our Galaxy's star disk but � paradoxially � found noreasonable explanation in terms of two-star enounters (see Chandrasekhar1942). In the early 1950s, Spitzer & Shwarzshild (1951, 1953) proposedand qualitatively estimated the heating by giant `moleular omplexes'. NowJulian inluded olletive star interations and found muh higher growthrates and veloity-dispersion points: taking the `omplex' mass of an orderof 106 � 107 suns, he had Toomre's Q−parameter grown to as large as 2.0 orso.27 This disfavored the Lin-Shu wave piture ensured by the apabilitiesof marginally stable disks, yet no reasonable redution of Julian's generoushoie for a typial gas-loud mass was seen to let Q go under 1.4.As a PhD-degree holder, Julian worked at the University of Chiago un-til 1967 when he got a postdo position at Calteh. Goldreih warmly methim there and had him running and swimming during lunh the seond dayalready. Soon they went on to do their famous work on pulsar eletrody-namis (Goldreih & Julian 1969). For a while, Julian kept a side interest inthe ontinuing disussion between his distinguished former MIT olleagues,but when Toomre wrote to him in 1970 musing about possible �large-salesequels to the JT paper�, Julian � now in New Mexio � �seemed to be notat all interested� (Toomre).
26�Bill throughout our mutual involvement remained C.C.'s student offiially. [...℄When I returned to MIT in fall 1963, C.C. himself had urged me to look after Bill,not on the grounds that he wasn't talented but beause � to C.C.'s own taste, at least �he seemed too independent.� (Toomre)27Following Julian, Thorne (1968) solved an inverse problem of dynamial frition ona massive partile in a slightly eentri orbit in a hot thin disk of stars. With JTtehniques, he inluded olletive stellar interations whose neglet had been exused forpairwise stellar enounters in elliptial galaxies and galaxy lusters where Jeans' lengthis of the order of the whole system, but not in flat galaxies where it was o-ordered withtheir thikness, pointing at muh more pronouned olletive effets. Thorne found thatthis olletive play ould double the frition in magnitude.19



II. THE LIN-SHU THEORY GOES ONIf you believe that a spiral arm exists over a very large dis-tane in the Galaxy, you would probably also like to believethat it exists over many rotation periods.Prendergast 1967, p.304In the beginning the immediate neessity was a onsistent de-sription of the spiral phenomenon, in suffiiently good agree-ment with the observational data. Bertin 1980, p.10The Lin-Shu Milky-Way spiral diagram favorably met at the Noordwijk1966 IAU Symposium (Lin & Shu 1967), its authors affirmed that theirwave theory already �produed onlusions whih appear satisfatory from ageneral point of view�. It was delared �free from the kinematial diffiulty ofdifferential rotation�28 and permitting �the existene of a [two-armed trailing℄spiral pattern over the whole disk while allowing the individual spiral arms tobe broken and fragmentary� (Lin 1967b, pp.459, 462; Lin 1968, p.47). Thisoptimism gave Lin a feeling of onfidene, orretness and leadership in theunderstanding of galati spiral phenomenon, feeding his further initiative.2.1 Neutral modes and marginally stable disk... a number of major improvements and further extensionsof the theory. Shu 1968, p.5Still, a posteriori, the behavior of the system is remarkablysimple, and the use of asymptotis is a generous soure ofphysial insight. Bertin & Lin 1996, p.219To Shu, his histori early oauthor, Lin posed the important task of enrihingthe analytial attire of their `theory of density waves', and Shu suppliedsome in his PhD thesis work �The Dynamis and Large-Sale Struture ofSpiral Galaxies�, presented at Harvard in early 1968 (Shu 1968, hereinafter28Woltjer, the key player who turned Lin to galaxy dynamis, stated in his spiral reviewthat the density-wave theory as pitured by Lindblad already �resolves the kinematialdiffiulties, but of ourse a dynami justifiation is needed� (Woltjer 1965, p.570). Lin(1967b, p.458) soon laimed that his and Shu's theory resolves the same as well.20



S68).29 He started with the derivation of a general integral equation forself-onsistent responses in a thin star disk. Kalnajs (1965) already had onein an epiyli approximation, attaking it for growing-mode solutions, butuninspired by those arduous efforts, Shu was not in the mood to vie withhim in diret modal searh, the more so as, following Lin, he targeted onlytightly wrapped neutral modes. This onverted his pratial interest in theintegral equation to analyzing its short-wavelength limit in the 2nd WKBJorder. For the day, it was a rather worthy plan as for instane it seemed toallow aess to the radial behavior of the supposedly long-lived modes.�We start with the hypothesis that a neutral spiral density wave exists. Wethen investigate the question whether suh waves an be self-sustained inthe presene of differential rotation and finite veloity dispersion. In thisway, we are able to study, in a qualitative manner, the harateristis ofsuh self-sustained waves. This deals with the question of persistene. [...℄We investigate the question how suh waves an be expeted to attain finiteamplitudes, and what mehanism is that allows them to take on a spiralrather than a barred form. This deals with the question of origin� (S68, p.6)In his attempts of answering the so posed `question of persistene', Shuresourefully argued for adoption of the marginally stable galaxy-disk model,and turning then to the `question of origin', he alled for the idea of over-stability with whih to resolve the `antispiral theorem' in favor of a trailingquasi-stationary spiral mode.Lin and Shu initially asribed a quasi-stationary spiral struture to an in-plaes-strongly-unstable star disk (Lin & Shu 1964), but soon they hangedtheir mind (Lin and Shu 1966) for Toomre's early idea of the disk entirelyevolving to a state of marginal stability Q =1 (Toomre 1964a). Toomrehimself had already left it, having onsidered the role gas louds must haveon stars, whih Julian's alulations soon supported (Julian 1967), howeverLin and Shu remained skeptial of any need for Q to rise above unity.Lin: �Toomre (1964a) gave a riterion for the minimum dispersion veloityneeded to prevent gravitational ollapse. He and Julian (JT) are inlined29�Muh of the redit for this investigation belongs to Professor C.C. Lin who askedthe key question onerning the spiral struture of disk galaxies and then formulated thebasi approah toward the resolution of the problem. [. . . ℄ Professor M. Krook providedmuh generous help in his apaity as my faulty advisor and offiial thesis supervisor.Without his guidane and patiene, my progress as a graduate student at Harvard wouldnot have been as pleasant. Disussions with Dr. A. Kalnajs have ast light on severalmajor and subtle points. Many of the more fruitful approahes were found only beauseof his well-raised ritiisms of the form of the theory prevailing at one time. I have madeuse of some ideas of Professors A. Toomre and P. Vandervoort and am indebted to themon that aount. Professor Toomre's helpful ritiisms of various aspets of this researhinvariably proved to be illuminating. [. . . ℄ The arrangement and style [of the final draftof the manusript℄ were greatly improved by several suggestions made by Professor C.C.Lin. To all of these people, I am extremely grateful�. (S68, p.i)21



to believe, however, that the mean square dispersion veloity might exeedthis minimum by as large a fator as 1.8. On the other hand, Lin andShu (1966) are inlined to believe that the value would not signifiantlyexeed the minimum needed [...℄ Sine observations show deviations froma Shwarzshild distribution, it is diffiult to distinguish between these twoopinions without a areful analysis of the observational data.� (Lin 1968,p.49)Shu: �Whether the Galaxy is everywhere more than marginally stable is apoint of some debate. Julian (1967) is of the opinion that the enhanementof ooperative effets of the irregular fores provided by massive objets (onthe order of 106 − 107 solar masses eah) will inevitably drive Q to valuessubstantially higher than unity. Observations in the plane of the Galaxyshow only the `spiral arms' to possess large mass onentrations.� (Shu1970, p.111) �In the density-wave theory of spiral struture (Lin and Shu1964, 1966), large aggregations of interstellar gas are the manifestation ofa density wave and do not represent either a bound or a quasi-permanentbody of matter. The interation of stars with suh a wave does not lead toappreiable relaxation.� (Shu 1969, p.506)This troublesome limate prompted Lin and Shu to reverse the logi ofthinking and they put, aordingly, that their pioneer Noordwijk plot bestattested its underlying Q = 1 star disk. Shu examined Lynden-Bell's meh-anism of violent relaxation and laimed it not ourring in disk onditions.�The only relaxation mehanism operative for stars in the early life of suhgalaxies, he thus argued, is an axisymmetri form of the Jeans instabilitydisussed by Toomre� (Shu 1969, p.505); it develops in the disk plane andaffets neither vertial distribution of stars nor their angular momentum.Along the event sequene Shu proposed for this mehanism, our young, stillgaseous Galaxy first attains a disk form. Via shear deformation, its massdistribution beomes axisymmetri, and turbulent gas motions get fixed at apermanent level c omparable to today's vertial stellar veloity dispersion.There omes a period of violent star formation. The baby stars, inheritingparental kinematis, gain an isotropi rms veloity c. The fresh old diskthey arrange is a fit subjet for the operation of axisymmetri instabilitythrough whih it heats up until a stage Q ≡ 1 is reahed. The proess an-not go beyond it, and losing the heat is also impossible owing to the lak ofany plausible ooling of the stars (Shu 1968, 1969, 1970).In the adoption of Q ≡ 1 Lin and Shu found two attrative fators. Onewas that in this neutral-mode ase the four dispersion-urve branhes seemedto onverge at orotation ν = 0 (Fig.5). Shu oneived that two longer-wave branhes, due mainly to differential rotation, are �more in the natureof pulsations�, and two other, determined primarily by veloity dispersion,are �more in the nature of loal osillations� (S68, p.108). Still, well seeingthat these two proesses are present in varying degrees here and there inthe disk, he found this �useful for oneptual purposes� insight �somewhatarbitrary� and redited realisti `oherent' spirals �without a `kink' at ν =22



0� to a proposed `Mode-A' meant to ouple the short-wave branh insideorotation with its long-wave ounterpart outside the same.30 This smoothand onsious seletion, Shu notied, had already served him and Lin in1966 with their Noordwijk Milky-Way spiral understood as the inner half ofMode-A.Lin and Shu hoped that �after a galaxy has been ompletely stabilizedagainst Jeans' ondensational instability, it is still suseptible to a mild over-stability of two-armed waves� to whih one owes atual spiral formation(S68, p.8).31 Shu developed this theme in his thesis. In 1967 he learnedfrom Toomre about his tentative group-veloity results and misused thoseto visualize how the individual wave rests move radially. He did not thinkthen of genuine spiral-wave pakets (see Set. 3.2) and what he had was buta group of tightly wrapped two-armed waves somehow ourring to a galaxyand soon developing into an almost self-sustained mode, to get perfetly sovia slight shearing and other modifiations when it would gain and fix itsamplitude. But if suh a wave-rest group is not quite a mode yet, whynot to apply to it group-veloity formulas? Shu did so and there he saw�another (and perhaps more important)� attration due to the Q = 1 model(S68, p.111): his near-Mode-A got an inward radial group motion that �doesnot reverse sign somewhere in the prinipal range� between the inner andouter Lindblad resonanes (ILR and OLR hereinafter).32 In the inhomoge-neous overstable disk suh a motion �would lead to the growth of a `group'of spiral waves to some finite amplitude, the growth being ultimately lim-ited by non-linear effets [. . . of℄ the shearing effets of differential rotation(whih is absent in the linear theory) [that℄ may be expeted to enhane anypreferene for trailing patterns.� (p.8)3330Shu's proposed `Mode-B' ombined the long waves inside and short waves outsideorotation. �Formally, Mode-B spirals with m = 2 would present the appearane of abarred spiral� (S68, p.123).31Overstability meant to Lin and Shu (Lin & Shu 1966; Lin 1967a) slow growth ofwaves traveling in an inhomogeneous Q = 1 disk.32It is this mode, Lin and Shu believed, that manifests itself in the observed spiralstruture, and only by superposing the idential `near-mode' with opposite sense of windingand diretion of motion that �we obtain pure standing waves whih do not propagate. Suha wave, of ourse, does not have any spiral features.� (S68, p.113)33Lin and Shu knew well that the shear, whih was absent in their wave-mode theory,was absolutely present in the alternative, sheared-wave theory (GLB, JT) and that itthere supported nothing but trailing waves. At the time they (and not only they) thought,however, that there was no intrinsi onnetion between these two types of density-wavetheories. From their own end, they were not very suessful in the 1960s in explainingthe trailing-spiral prevalene, though that had been a vital test for any spiral theory. Asregards their repeated mentions of and hints at nonlinear effets (Lin & Shu 1966; Lin1967b, 1968), Lin and Shu never went into it very seriously. Besides, their view of mildinstability favored trailing waves only inside orotation, diagnosing that �there might bea preferene of leading waves in the [Galaxy's℄ range 10-12 kp�. Lin (1967a, p.80-81)professed that this �annot be taken on fae value�, and largely to avoid the trouble he23



Figure 5: Shu's Mode-A as proposed by him to aount for the grand design in non-barred spiral galaxies. (The figure ombines two separate figures from Shu 1968)These overstability ideas Shu diretly assoiated with the antispiral theo-rem that �a number of us have sometimes been worried� about (Prendergast1967, p.308).2.2 Antispiral theoremAfter my paper on the stability of ollisionless gravitatingspheres was published (Antonov 1960), I approahed thedensity-wave theory but did not believe it, mainly beauseof the antispiral theorem, anyway known to physiists.Antonov 2003In hindsight, I think Lin's judgment was aurate onsider-ing how quik people were to attak his point of view withproofs of `antispiral theorems' and the like shortly after thepubliation of Lin & Shu 1964. Shu 2001left his original grand spiral plan over the entire `prinipal region' between the m = 2 ILRand OLR for a oneptually different but yet spae-preserving variant with orotationjust transplanted to safer areas of disk outskirts or thereabouts.Soon Contopoulos (1970a,b) alulated near-ILR stellar orbits subjeted to a grow-ing imposed Lin-Shu spiral gravity field of leading and trailing planforms. He got trailingresponses in both ases and explained his result in terms of a speifi harater of misalign-ment of solutions inside and outside ILR, onsidering this the first strit demonstrationof the Lin-Shu-wave trailing. 24



At the Noordwijk Symposium Prendergast explained to astronomers thegeneral meaning of the theorem. If in linear theory there were to exist anondissipative global mode of trailing planform that was ontent to rotateindefinitely without growing or deaying, then a similar mirror-image leadingmode must exist as well. �This symmetry property of the equations meansonly one thing: the system is too simple. Whenever you see a symmetryproperty, all you have to do is mess up the system a little bit and give upthe symmetry. There are a large number of things that will remove thesymmetry, [. . . ℄ there is non-onservation of everything� (Prendergast 1967,p.308-309).34The antispiral theorem took on partiular sounding after Lynden-Belland Ostriker (1967) set it out as an appliation of general priniples theyworked out for differentially rotating bodies. Lynden-Bell, to whom we owethe idea of this expliit onsideration, no doubt knew that it �had manylet-outs� hene he �did not think it as restritive of spiral theories as someothers took it to be�. For one thing, the theorem ould be stritly appliedto exponential modes only, and Lynden-Bell hoped that �double modes thatmight grow as t exp(iωt) might well be the ones needed to transfer angularmomentum outward� through orotation (Lynden-Bell).35 Moreover, it didnot oblige one at all to mix leading and trailing waves in equal proportionobtaining a artwheel-type mode, that was no neessity imposed by theequal-frequeny ondition. Shu realls that Lin from the beginning �felt surethat one should not do the na��ve thing of superimposing equal trailing andleading parts� and that �he probably wanted to disover the reason whybefore publishing anything�, but the Toomre 1964a paper �triggered himinto premature ation� (Shu). One is to wonder what annoyane for Lin andShu beame Lynden-Bell and Ostriker's antispiral address that appearedjust when they thought they got the true mixing mehanism as due to diskoverstability. It was imagined to ause slow growth of one of the omponents,the trailing one in Lin-Shu's `nonlinear' assumption, and then to break thefull symmetry in the basially neutral-mode problem by ensuring differentradial behavior for the omponents and, orrespondingly and automatially,their unequal mixing.In his 1968 thesis and, more pointedly, in his papers to follow (Shu1970a,b) Shu demonstrated one more `let-out' in the antispiral theorem.�The general formulation for the normal modes, he notied, [. . . ℄ shows that a34The feel of symmetry breaking �non-onservation of everything� then prompted Pren-dergast that there ought to be some way to determine that �the natural way to get thearms is trailing� and that �presumably that would be a diretion that would be given [. . . ℄by an inrease of entropy� (Prendergast 1967, p.309).35�I always held the view that angular-momentum transfer is the driving fore behindspiral struture. [. . . ℄ In part the anti-spiral theorem was there beause it seemed to pointout that what Lin said was muh less than the whole story.� (Lynden-Bell)25



ertain degree of spiral struture must be present in every mode of osillationwhih ontain stars in resonane� (S68, p.7). Stars, unlike gas, an resonatewith the osillating gravity field without any ontinual shattering due toollisions. Mathematially, this is answered by the integrand poles, and evenat real frequenies those ompel one to make integrations along ontoursgoing off the real axis, whih provides the solutions with an imaginary partand ensures their general spiral form. The resonant tehnique of learingthe antispiral hurdle was to Lin and Shu one of the highest points to bakup the QSSS as a neutral density wave (Shu 1970a,b; Lin & Shu 1971).36 Itseems urious, however, that they did not refer to any leading omponenteither in 1966 on their short-wavelength spiral proposal for our Galaxy (Lin& Shu 1967), or in 1971 when Shu et al (1971) announed for Ì51 and Ì81,apart from their dominant short trailing waves, unmistakable traes of anextra `mode', yet not mirror-refleted � short and leading � but long andagain trailing.2.3 Spiral shok waves and indued star formationFujimoto, followed by Lin and Roberts, reognized thatgaseous motions generated by a tightly wrapped density wavewould be dominated by the appearane of tightly wrappedshok waves. Later work (Shu et al 1972) has fulfilled Lin'sbelief that the density wave itself might trigger star formationand it is the shok that seems to be the trigger.Lynden-Bell 1974, p.117It is not astonishing that one gets diffiulties in making stars.I think nature has diffiulties too, beause otherwise no inter-stellar matter would be left. Hoerner 1962, p.107�In the early 1960s, Prendergast often expressed the view that the intense,slightly urving dust lanes seen within the bars of suh SB galaxies as NGC1300 and 5383 are probably the result of shoks in their ontained gas, whihhe believed to be irulating in very elongated orbits. In suh `geostrophi'flows of presumed interstellar louds with random motions, Prendergast(1962, p.220) wrote that �it is not lear what is to be taken for an equa-tion of state�, but he knew that �we should expet a shok wave to intervenebefore the solution beomes multivalued�. As regards the normal spirals, Linand Shu (1964) stressed from the start that sine the gas has relatively lit-tle pressure, its density ontrast �may therefore be expeted to be far largerthan that in the stellar omponents� when exposed to a spiral fore field suh36Kalnajs already in 1963 had an idea of suh a resonane `resolution' of the antispiraltheorem in the neutral-wave setting (Kalnajs 1963; see Paper I, Set. 2.4).26



Figure 6: The behavior of interstellar gas in the spiral gravitational field of a galaxy,aording to Fujimoto: (a) � the gas motion aross the �gravitational washboard�, (b) �the ensuing gas density distribution. (The figure is reprodued from Prendergast 1967)as they had just postulated. That hint remained largely dormant, however,until Fujimoto [...℄ ombined these last two lines of thought� (Toomre 1977,p.453).37Fujimoto made his spiral-shok-wave report at the May 1966 IAU Sym-posium held in Burakan, Armenia, but it beame widely known thanks toPrendergast.38 He not only had urged Fujimoto to onsider the problemand �helped muh via fruitful disussion� (Fujimoto 1968, p.463), but alsopresented his results at Noordwijk, just three months after Burakan.�Let us suppose one has a rotating system and a gravitational washboard,that is, a disturbane in the gravitational potential of a sinusoidal form. [...℄Then what happens to the gas? [...℄ The answer is that the streamlinesof the gas � instead of being straight lines, in this model orresponding toa perfet irular orbit � beome somewhat usped. In every usp there isa shok; and in that shok the density inreases, even for a very modestgravitational washboard, by an enormous fator; let us say five or more�(Prendergast 1967, p.310).Fujimoto onfirmed this shok-wave piture (Fig.6) by omputing two-dimensional nonlinear dynamis of perfet isothermal gas in a quasi-steady37As suh, the idea of a shok in the interstellar gas was not novel in the mid-1960s as foryears it had helped various small-sale problems. So the larger-sale shok-wave speula-tion did not ome to be very striking. Goldreih and Lynden-Bell (1965a,b), for instane,had it quietly on their spiral-regeneration onept. In fall 1964 Lynden-Bell remarked inhis letter to Toomre, musing on the topis for their intended omplementary work: �Theother thing that is interesting is the formation of shok waves as the disturbanes get veryviolently sheared, but while the overall struture of spiral arm formation is not very learI would rather leave suh a seondary problem till later� (Lynden-Bell 1964). �I professno vested interest in the formation of shok waves in an initially smooth gas layer, muhagainst my upbringing as a fluid dynamiist, Toomre responded. All yours.� (Toomre1964d) �I am not going to work in shok waves for a few years yet, ame Lynden-Bell'supright reation, so you are welome to them too.� (Lynden-Bell 1964d)38The Symposium proeedings were published in Russian 2.5 years later.27



field of galati spiral potential. As the spiral angular speed �annot bedetermined even by Lin's method�, he deided to �take a priori some reason-able values� and hose, as Lindblad (1963) and Kalnajs (1965) did it, highspeeds Ωp
∼= 45 km/se/kp and lose orotation rc

∼= 5 kp. The answer hegave was that �both the high-density hydrogen gas ontained in spiral armsand the dark lanes seen in external galaxies on the onave side of theirbright arms an be due to the presene of the shok waves� (Fujimoto 1968,p.463). Lin reated quikly and inspiringly. He assumed that a shok waveould ause and organize star formation in the spiral arms (Lin 1967b), andposed as William Roberts' thesis theme the problem of modeling �the pres-ene of large-sale `galati shoks' that would be apable of triggering starformation in suh narrow spiral strips over the disk� (Roberts 1969, p.124℄.Roberts onsiderably developed and expanded Fujimoto's analyses. Heorreted one mistake made by Fujimoto with his working equations (he hadmissed one of the full-value terms in the perturbed gas veloity equations),presented the star-disk potential desription in the Lin-Shu asymptoti lan-guage, and foused on slowly rotating two-armed spirals with distant orota-tion. Roberts' interest was in a �partiular type of solution of the nonlineargas flow equations� permitting gas to pass through the shok waves oin-ident with spiral equipotential urves and desribing the gas flow alonga nearly onentri losed streamtube band, to exlude net radial transferof anything. And indeed he got desirable solutions whose family presented�the omposite gas flow piture over the whole galati disk� (Roberts 1969,p.129). To this he onjetured that the shok wave, unaided by large-salemagneti fields (whih were Lin's initial andidate (Lin 1967b)), ould trig-ger by itself the along-spiral formation of star assoiations.�One might imagine that the gas in turbulent motion has `louds' before theshok, whih are on the verge of gravitational ollapse; the sudden ompres-sion would then trigger off the ollapse of the louds, whih would lead tostar formation. After the gas left the shok region, it would again be de-ompressed, and the proess of star formation would ease� (Lin et al 1969,p.737).How ould this sudden growth of the interstellar gas density and pressuretrigger the desired gravitational ollapse of the already existing dense louds?Roberts did not know or show � he only said: oneivably (Roberts 1969,p.131) � but that hardly matters.39 �The ruial point is that before the39�However, the previous disussions (Roberts 1969; Lin et al 1969) are inomplete �Shu and Roberts admitted. � There are severe diffiulties in visualizing how this `effetivepressure' is transmitted on a small sale to trigger the gravitational ollapse of louds sineloud-loud ollisions provide ompression essentially only in one diretion�. Looking for�a lear physial basis for the mehanisms of the prodution of the shok and of theompression of the louds�, they disussed a two-phase model of the interstellar gas (Shuet al 1972, pp. 558, 585). 28



Figure 7: The behavior of interstellar gas in the spiral gravitational field of a galaxy,aording to Roberts: (a) � a shok in the gas as its reation to the spiral gravitationalfield of the stellar disk omponent, (b) � azimuthal density distributions in the stellar diskand interstellar gas. (The figures are reprodued from Roberts 1969)
29



shok idea there had been no defensible explanation at all for the strikinggeometrial fat, first notied by Baade in the late 1940s, that the mainHII regions in large spirals tend to define onsiderably risper and narrowerarms than the rest of the visible material [. . . and that℄ these highly luminoushains seem biased toward the inner edges of arms, though perhaps not quiteas muh� (Toomre 1977, p.453-54).40Roberts' 1969 work was greatly appreiated as a basis for further studiesof related problems in galaxy physis. Well familiar to astronomers in variousontexts, the shok-wave idea in the new, spiral ontext appeared to manyto be more attrative and soluble than the intriate olletive effets fromollisionless star-disk dynamis.But there was some deserved ritiism as well, largely in relation toRoberts' stress on losed gas streamlines. Pikelner (1970), who alulatedenergy loss of the gas as it rosses a spiral-wave arm and found it to bea few perent of its kineti energy, onluded that in order that the gasmight gradually ome loser to enter its streamlines had to be open.41 Henotied also that �gas flows out of the arm slower than at the reversibleompression, so that its mass enter shifts behind the arm axis and pullsthe stars ahead� (Pikelner 1970, p.758). Therefore, he inferred, angularmomentum transfer from the shok-suffered gas to the spiral wave mustamplify the latter, feeding it up with energy. Kalnajs orreted Pikelnerin absentia (Simonson 1970; Kalnajs 1972).42 Having established that the40�Two important assumptions underlie the above [Roberts'℄ gas dynamial results. Thefirst is that the driving potential wave is tightly wound and the seond that the interstellarmedium an be adequately desribed as an isothermal gas. It is a great pity that thesewere introdued in the initial stages, sine the results in many minds have been tightlyassoiated with them. However, most of the results still stand if these assumptions arerelaxed, e.g. it has been shown a number of times that a very open or even barred foringan drive a similar response.� (Athanassoula 1984, p.348)41The latter fator, Pikelner notied, �must have the osmogonial onsequene, [. . . ℄sine in the lifetime of an S-galaxy gas must ross its [every℄ arm dozens of times. [. . . ℄Possibly, this explains why in spite of the intense star formation in galati innermostparts there still remains a fair amount of gas.� (Pikelner 1970, p.758).42Kalnajs advaned his ritiism in the ourse of a disussion at a speial `Spiral Seminar'held in 1970 at the University of Maryland in onnetion with the problems of spiralstruture as followed from the findings of the reent IAU Symposium at Basel, 1969 (seeSimonson 1970). After, he disussed the subjet orresponding with Roberts and thenset it out in his speial note (Kalnajs 1972). Shu and Roberts rejoined (Shu et al 1972;Roberts & Shu 1972). They agreed that, stritly speaking, gas streamlines ould not betaken losed, but emphasized that in the WKBJ limit the atual non-losure per yle wasa quantity proportional to small spiral pith angle, whih Roberts reasonably negleted inhis original paper. It must be said, however, that originally he was rather straightforwardabout following Lin's diretive on a stationary piture (Lin 1967b, p.463), and in thatway he even reated some photogeni theory of gas `free modes' (Roberts 1969), whihwas really more than just asymptoti.�Yup, these `free modes' happily lose energy, and keep on doing it forever without30



Lin-Shu slow waves arry over negative energy and momentum (Kalnajs1971; Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs 1972), he reognized that their `pulling ahead'should ause the inverse effet, i.e. wave damping. All in all, the onlusionwas that in open spirals (and bars, providing the general mass distributionin the SB-galaxies is also roughly axisymmetri) the shok wave �still moreinreases density and non-reversible dissipation of energy� (Pikelner 1970,p.758). �It meant not only that Roberts was slightly mistaken [. . . ℄. Muhmore important, this [. . . ℄ implies that even the neatest spiral struturesan at best be only quasi-steady� (Toomre 1977, p.460).2.4 Extremely satisfatory omparisons?J.H. Oort asks: What are Lin's further plans for numerialmodel omputations [of spiral struture℄?Lin answers: At present, we have no immediate plans toextend our work muh further. . . In the meantime, we areollaborating with Stromgren on the problem of the migrationof stars, to gain a more definite piture of the spiral struturewithin a few kp of the Sun.Disussion: Noordwijk 1966, p.334Being in 1966 on the wave of his first suess in astronomy, Lin spoke of�three levels of disussion in dealing with the struture of the Theory of SpiralStruture� (Lin 1966b, p.6). Two of them � physial and mathematial � hesaw already mastered to a degree,43 so that more opportune and vital forthe day he reognized the third level that disussed �the agreement of thetheory with detailed heks with observations� (Lin 1966b, p.6).�In view of the diffiulty of the theoretial problem, it is fortunate that,from the beginning, we have plaed great emphasis on working out the on-sequenes of the QSSS hypothesis� (Lin 1975, p.120). �In the absene of aomplete theory for the mehanism of density waves, the need for observa-tional support is urgent� (Lin et al 1969, p.722). �Indeed, our theory an beused as a tool to onnet several seemingly unrelated observations. [...℄ Evenwithout the disussion of the detailed mehanisms, the mere assertion of theexistene of a density wave with a spiral struture, propagating around thegalati enter, leads to impliations whih an be heked against observa-tions.� (Lin 1968, p.36, 49)suffering any damage. This disovery deserves to be ommerialized. [. . . ℄ What is theseret that makes the streamlines losed? Aording to Appendix V [in the PhD thesisby Roberts (1968)℄, you just assume that in the equilibrium state there are axisymmetriradial and tangential fores.� (Kalnajs)For more detail on this disussion see Toomre 1977.43All the same, Lin oneded that �as one an see upon a little refletion, the problem ofthe origin of the spiral struture is mathematially more diffiult�, so that �these studiesremain a hallenge for future investigations� (Lin et al 1969, p.722).31



Deliberately avoiding mathematial diffiulties as �the hallenge for fu-ture investigations�, Lin did not seem embarrassed in the fae of empirialdiffiulties due to apparent inompleteness and inauray of observationaldata, and he went and led his assoiates along the way that was in fat nolesser hallenge. There he saw an urgent interest in problems of systematinonirular gas motions and star migration (Lin 1966b; 1967b; 1968). Thefamous 1969 paper by Lin, Yuan and Shu �On the struture of disk galaxies.III. Comparison with observations� (Lin et al 1969, hereinafter LYS) gave asummary of all of Lin's �levels of disussion�.Systemati nonirular gas motions in the Galaxy were under disussionalready,44 still � LYS notied � no one spoke of their produing dynamialmehanism, although �it is easy to see this from onsiderations of angularmomentum�. Indeed, the spiral gravity auses additional along-arm gas mo-tion whih must be with the general rotation on the outside edge of the armand against it on the inside edge, and whih is �to maintain onservationof matter � (LYS, p.731). Starting from the well-known data on wavelikeveloity variations in the Galaxy rotation urve,45 LYS determined radialand azimuthal omponents of nonirular motion to be of the desired, forlinear analysis, order of 10 km/se, and assured (Lin 1966b; Yuan 1970) thatthe observed three-to-five-fold gas ompression in the arms just orrespondsto suh a motion, so that �there is good agreement in major features� (LYS,p.732). But at their aepted pith angle i ∼= 50 WKBJ equations assoiatedthose motions with a rather strong, knowingly nonlinear density responsethat was the business of a theory yet not in the authors' hands. Thus moreorret would be their simpler inferene that the observed nonirular mo-tions indeed �in major features� are due to a ertain spiral density wave.Mentioned by Lin at Noordwijk, the problem of young star migrationarose in relation to Stromgren-initiated studies of star ages, laimed to beaurate within 15% (Crawford & Stromgren 1966; Stromgren 1966a; 1967)℄.Contopoulos and Stromgren (1965) set this migration problem as based onthe idea that time reversion of star motions and their ountdown in thehold of the axisymmetri gravity field of the Galaxy ould / would showthe stars' birthplaes and hek if they fall inside the arms. With theirtables of plane galati orbits, Stromgren traed bak the migration history44Kerr (1962) was likely the first to point out systemati motions as a possible soure fordifferenes in the northern and southern observations. Considering suh motions near theouter edge of the Sagittarius arm, Burton (1966) suggested that an along-arm hydrogenflow might explain the high-veloity stream. Shane and Bieger-Smith (1966) onsiderablyontributed to the disussion.45�These variations have long been observed, but they were thought to be possibly theonsequene of missing gas over interarm regions. A detailed study by Yuan (1969a) hasonlusively shown that the latter effet does not give signifiant ontributions to thevariation in veloity.� (LYS, p.731) 32



of about sixty late B stars aged between 100 and 200 million years andplaed within 200 p from our Sun. Those �showed a definite separationinto two [veloity℄ groups�, and their birthplaes took a nearly tangent-to-irle extended area onneting those regions of two nearest to us outer armswhere the `points' were grouped more losely. Stromgren onluded that�the present loation of the arms favors the piture formed by the theory ofdensity waves, providing one takes the pattern frequeny Ωp to be about 20km/se/kp� and that this �offers possibilities of testing the theory developedby C.C. Lin� and �forms a definite test� for it (Stromgren 1966b, pp.3- 4;Stromgren 1967, pp.325, 329).In response, Lin exeuted some �preliminary explorations� aounting forthe spiral omponent of galati gravity, and found that �even a small spiralfield [. . . ℄ ould be quite signifiant� (LYS, p.734). He then urged Chi Yuanto hek �whether there exist a pattern speed and a strength of the spiralgravitational field (or a range for it) suh that the stars onsidered are foundto have been formed in the gaseous arm as expeted� (Yuan 1969b, p.890).Experimenting with different hoies of the parameters, Yuan preferred apattern speed of about 13.5 km/se/kp and a spiral field strength of about5%, with whih he alulated time-reversed motions of 25 stars from theStromgren sample, their ages being `optimized', or arbitrarily shifted within15 perent in the desired sense. With these (and several other) orretionsYuan sueeded in improving Stromgren's piture and taking out of theinterarm spae all his stars that fell there but one. LYS prolaimed thisresult as offering an �impressive agreement� and �also extremely satisfatoryomparison between theory and observation� (LYS, p.736). That was anoverestimate, as was soon shown to the authors (Contopoulos 1972; Kalnajs1973) and as they oneded in turn.4646Contopoulos gave two reasons why he did �not onsider this test as ruial�. First, healulated the unertainty in the birthplaes, assuming an unertainty in the ages of 10-15perent, and found that that was large enough �so that most of the stars found by Yuan asborn between the spiral arms may well have originated in a spiral arm, without onsideringthe attration of the arm�. Seondly, he notied, in any ase and any spiral galaxy thestars spend on the average more time in the arms than between them. �Therefore, findingthat the perturbed orbits give the plaes of origin in the spiral arms does not provide agood test for the partiular model hosen. [. . . ℄ Similar results were found by Kalnajs(private ommuniation) after a more detailed analysis�. (Contopoulos 1972, p.91)Indeed, Kalnajs (1973) reprodued all of Yuan's alulations and determined their sta-tistial signifiane. He found that even when orreting star ages following Yuan in amost advantageous manner, one to three stars from the latter's sample should anyway beexpeted to be `bad' and not to leave the interarm territory. Yuan had one suh star atleast. (Stromgren's initial sample inluded 26, not 25 stars; the omitted 26th proved `bad',too.) Therefore, Kalnajs onluded, Yuan's �alulated birthplaes of the stars, while inagreement with the expetations of the density wave theory, do not provide a test forthe presene of the spiral field� (Kalnajs 1973, p.40). �Perhaps C.C. thought this was astringent test of the theory, but as I disovered, the truth is quite the opposite: nothingreally ould have gone wrong, and what little did go wrong was hushed up by the omission33



III. SHARPER FOCUSWhen a disovery is already done, it usually appears so ev-ident that one annot but wonder why nobody hit upon itbefore. P.A.M. Dira 19773.1 A feel of group veloityAnd yet, though it may be premature to speak of spiral wavesas true modes of osillation, it seems entirely appropriate toask how some postulated spiral wave pattern in a galati diskwould evolve with time. Toomre 1969, p.899The WKBJ-style hot-disk dispersion relation admitted at least two differenttreatments. Lin and Shu's rested on its `modal' form λ(ν). Looking for apartiular two-armed spiral wave, they let it rotate with some angular speed
Ωp, onverted it to its pure-note frequeny ω = 2Ωp, got it differentially`Doppler-shifted', ω∗ = ω − 2Ω(r), found a ratio ν ≡ ω∗/κ and, upon substi-tuting it into λ(ν), obtained and plotted the ready-to-serve interarm-spaingfuntion λ(r) and its pith-angle ousin i(r) = λ(r)/πr.More in Lindblad's spirit, though equivalent, was the treatment stress-ing that the dispersion relation speified the redution of free osillationfrequeny κ to some |ν|κ due to gravitational star oupling. This provideda deeper look at the so alled `dispersion orbits' � ovals omposed of manyof the errant star #26.� (Kalnajs)�I never responded to Kalnajs' artile, Yuan omments. The reason was he stressed thepoint, if I am not mistaken, that we have not proven the density wave theory to be orretby star formation study. We did not want to hallenge that point. In fat, we agree withit. We only demonstrated the onsisteny between the theory and the observations (notonly star migration but all other studies, e.g., streaming motions, vertex deviation, et).I believe that his Observatory artile was written to respond to some of the strong laimsof the density wave theory made by C.C. in early days. [...℄My early ontribution to the density wave theory is to piee together all the relevantobservations to show the onsisteny of the theory. One aspet in agreement is not enough,but the agreements with all observations are impressive. The most signifiant early workfor me was the doubly periodi solution of the MHD density waves (Roberts and Yuan1970; that paper was alphabeti order in authorship; I made the ruial assumption andformulated the problem and solved it in parallel to Roberts). That work was shortlyonfirmed by Mathewson in observation of synhrotron radiation of M51. It produed astrong support of the density wave theory. That MHD model is still the best model forthe Milky Way.� (Yuan) 34



separate test stars at their judiiously phased gyrations about a mean ir-umferential radius but devoid of self-gravity. Suh `orbits' preess at a rate
Ωpr(r) = Ω − κ/2, and if general rotation did ensure an approximate radialindependene of this ombination, that alone would give pratial prospetsof plaiting the happily o-revolving ovals into a ommon quasi-steady two-armed pattern. Nature's hoie proved slow variability of Ω−κ/2, however,as if implying that there might be reason to try the possibility of reduing
Ωpr(r) to a ommon value by allowing for the as-yet-dormant star oupling.Indeed, that pointed at Ωpr = Ω−|ν|κ/2 = Ωp = const with its now Lin-Shutuning formula ν(λ) for seleting spiral geometries λ(r), but to make thishane really work, it needed to be demonstrated that the desired tuning ofthe preession rates ould atually be aomplished simultaneously, over alarge radial span, and with plausible interarm spaings.Yet some restritions were to be plaed on these onsiderations. Onewas that in a disk of stars the WKBJ waves ould not abandon the territoryfened by their related ILR and OLR. But Lin and Shu, who had rightlyfixed it in their 1964 patent, found this partial ban to be even a positivefator as they let it favor the prevalene of two-armed spirals, on the simpleground that only those might oupy the entire disk region between the bestseparable m = 2 Lindblad resonanes. Still, for tentative disks reservingloal stability there happened to be another type of basi restrition.Despite several early autions (Kalnajs 1965, Julian 1967), Lin and Shukept on exploring their waves for the extra-helpful speial ase Q = 1.0 only.This persistene seemed to annoy Toomre until late 1967 when he �finallyground out for [him℄self what their dispersion relation would imply� at Q>1(Toomre). He plotted ν(k) for different Q's (Fig.8) and found that the ase
Q = 1.0 was in a sense degenerate: it did let the WKBJ waves reah theorotation irle from both sides, but just a minusule addition to Q wasenough to reate their forbidden near-orotation zone that already for as notso very muh as Q = 1.2 paralyzed quite a sizable portion of the disk.4747To be true, Shu was the first to disuss the Q 6= 1 disks publily, he did it in his thesis(Shu 1968) when attempting to �finish ataloging the nature of the dispersion relationfor neutral waves� (S68, p.113). Beause this nature �hanges somewhat when Q 6= 1�,he �briefly summarize[d℄ [its℄ salient points� (p.114) using a speial plot (Fig.9). For the
Q > 1 that summary read: �There is a region about |ν| = 0 for whih spatially osillatorywaves annot propagate. Toomre (private ommuniation) has omputed that for valuesof Q whih are moderately greater than unity, the region of inaessible |ν| an be quitesubstantial. [...℄ Suh an effet is not too serious sine for pattern frequenies of therange to be onsidered [...℄ the orresponding annular region where spatially osillatorywaves annot exist is small in omparison with the range where they an exist. When
Q is greater than unity, the refletion, refration, and tunneling of propagating waves byand through suh annular regions beome a serious problem for investigation� (p.116).Shu, however, did not explain, nor did he even hint, why he let this serious problem missthe threshold ase Q=1 where his proposed `Mode-A' was so welome to ross orotationsmoothly, i.e. with no refletion, no refration and no hange in the sign of group veloity.35



Figure 8: The Lin-Shu-Kalnajs dispersion relation. Wavenumbers are in units of
kT = 2π/λT . (The figure is reprodued from Toomre 1969)Not even this, however, was the hief restrition to the envisaged frequeny-tuning suess. �Lin and Shu ompletely overlooked that in repairing oneserious defet they had atually reated another: An inevitable prie for al-tering those speeds of preession in a wavelength-dependent manner via the(very sensible) radial fores is a group veloity, likewise direted radially�(Toomre 1977, p.449). Evaluation of this `prie' made the point of Toomre'swork �Group veloity of spiral waves in galati disks� (Toomre 1969, here-inafter Ò69). In his preliminary �Note on group veloity� that in late 1966was privately irulated at MIT, Toomre had disussed the dispersive prop-erties of the original old disk by Lin and Shu and alled upon extendinghis disussion to their newer and fairer hot model.48 But Lin himself �nevertook it very seriously�, and not only beause there were �plenty of reasonsnot to brag about that old note� (Toomre). More generally, at the timehe fell into a muse over the role of his introdued `redution fator', whenthe group aspet might well appear to him merely as an unneessary tediousdetour in the pursuit of his plain ideas, so that he got no partiular intentionto `omb' the hairy and transendental Bessel funtions and the like in hisdispersion relation for finding out some ertain expliit funtion ω(k) just totake its trite derivative.4948As defined in the standard dω/dk fashion, the `group veloity' of a rotating old diskgrows infinite as one approahes the ritial wavelength λT , below whih the model getsunstable.49�Besides, why in fat would anyone want to differentiate the frequeny ω only withrespet to the radial wavenumber k instead of also the irumferential wavenumber m,sine `everyone knows' that a group veloity is a vetor quantity, with omponents in36



Figure 9: The Lin-Shu-Kalnajs dispersion relation in the `modal' form λ(ν). Shu'soriginal urves (reprodued from Shu 1968) are given against the exat (lighter) urvesLin: �The general theory of group veloity is a well-developed and muhtaught (e.g. in quantum mehanis) lassial study valid for any dispersionrelationship onneting that wave number with the frequeny. Different peo-ple will feel differently whether it is even neessary to go beyond taking thederivative and develop it anew for any eah speifi appliation. I adoptedthe empirial approah. [. . . ℄ That was diretly related to the alulation(or derivation) of the dispersion relationship. For this alulation, FrankShu did his share. The Lin & Shu 1964 paper showed that the ruial step isthe alulation of the redution fator. [. . . ℄ As I worked out the dispersionrelationship, I realized that the present problem is further ompliated bythe presene of resonanes. Thus the hope of suess in the alulation ofmodes depends on a very long-term effort (as it indeed turned out to be thease). Thus our strategy not to pursue the dynamial approah immediatelyturned out to be the right hoie.�50 (Lin)both diretions? This question sounds pretty silly in retrospet, but obstales like thatoften seem a lot taller when they are first met.� (Toomre)50In 1968 Lin gave a ourse at the Brandeis University Summer Institute, with thepurpose �to present the modern version of the density wave theory as developed over thepast few years by myself and my ollaborators Frank H. Shu, Chi Yuan, and WilliamW. Roberts� (Lin & Shu 1971, p.239). Put on paper, that ourse appeared as Lin & Shu1971. Speaking there of the spiral interest of prominent astronomers for many years, theauthors emphasized that �until reently, however, there has always existed the dilemma ofdifferential rotation�, and laimed that �in this artile, [they℄ shall present an essentiallystellar dynamial theory for the persistene of the spiral pattern in the presene of dif-ferential rotation� (Lin & Shu 1971, p.239, 248). Then � as originally in Lin & Shu 1964� they �venture[d℄ to suggest that there are indeed large-sale neutral (or nearly neutral)37



Shu: �I remember Lin telling me that he had group veloity well before theT69 paper on the subjet; however, none of us then had any idea (a) whatthe group veloity arried, and (b) why the onept would be relevant todisturbanes with a single value of the wave frequeny.� (Shu)Toomre: �The reasons why one does or does not hoose to attak some si-entifi problem from a partiular diretion are rather `artisti' in nature, andhard to make (or even hope to make) very sound and rational. [. . . ℄ Surelygroup veloity may be terribly `obvious' in retrospet to various learnedsholars, but I believe it did not seem so to Shu at the time he struggledwith his 2nd-order WKBJ thesis at Harvard.� (Toomre)The main reason why Toomre took to the topi seriously in late 1967only, about two years after his work with Julian had been ompleted andthe Lin & Shu 1966 paper published, was that in the global-mode ontextthe latter seemed to him to be no more than a trial exploration, and what hejudged vitally important and neessary to prove or disprove those authors'`asymptoti' hopes was a full-fledged disk analysis.51�In that limate of opinion it wasn't immediately evident to me, or to anyoneelse, that one would learn muh from the group veloity of those short WKBJwaves that Lin and Shu (1966) were suddenly proposing. Of ourse I waswrong there, but at least I an boast that by 1969 I myself had repaired thatoversight!� (Toomre)Toomre beame the first to take real ation on the evident understandingthat if indeed a quasi-steady spiral mode an form in a galaxy disk, then itdoes it via natural wave-paket evolution. And group veloity, he showed,waves of spiral form for most of the disk galaxies, and formulate[d℄ [their℄ ideas in theform of the [QSSS℄ hypothesis�. They pointed out that aepting it and �following the lineof reasoning that led to it� one infers, among other things, that in the oordinate systemrotating with the pattern �all phenomena are stationary� and �both the stream lines andthe magneti field lines form losed nearly irular loops oiniding with eah other� (Lin& Shu 1971, p.248). Then the authors gave a basi presentation of the WKBJ dispersionrelation and of the ensuing omparison with observations, and onluded that their spiraltheory �needs extension in several diretions to omplete the theoretial understanding ofbasi mehanisms and to develop its impliations�. The diretions there envisaged were(1) the �Thikness effet�, (2) the �Complete formulation of the theory�, (3) the problemof the �Origin of galati spirals� that �annot be solved without using the omplete for-mulation mentioned above�, and (4) the �Nonlinear theory�, beoming important as �onelooks beyond the developments of the omplete linear theory�. In topi (3) the authorsenthused on the promising �preliminary indiations� and alled for �muh work [that still℄remains to be done�, mentioning in a footnote that �Toomre (private ommuniation) hasalso arried out studies involving the propagation of a group of waves and their initiationby external agents� (Lin & Shu 1971, pp.287-289).51�In essene, I was there just ehoing what Agris Kalnajs atually wrote in his not-very-onlusive but nonetheless farsighted onluding hapter on �Instabilities and SpiralStruture� of his 1965 thesis. Yes, it seemed to both him and me at the time � plusprobably Hunter, Lynden-Bell, Lebovitz, et. � that there was a lot of hard but verypromising work to be done on the `global' behavior of full-sale disks.� (Toomre)38



desribes at least qualitatively how different kinds of information from thepaket are transmitted along the radius, being therefore diretly related tothe maintenane of all sorts of spiral patterns, even steady ones.3.2 Group properties of tightly wrapped pakets. . . a shatteringly destrutive artile.Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs 1972, p.1Various properties of ertain types of waves are desribed in a unified way,regardless of the speifi sort of the medium in whih they propagate. Suh,for instane, are nearly plane � weakly modulated � waves ϕ (x, t) =
A (x, t) cos [S (x, t)] whose amplitude A (x, t) is muh less dependent of its ar-guments than the phase S (x, t). Their wave vetor k = −∇S and frequeny
ω = ∂S/∂t get onneted through a link ∂k/∂t+∇ω = 0 meaning onserva-tion of the wave rests in number, their being neither reated nor annihilated.One more link is the ommon dispersion relation ω (x, t) = f [k (x, t) , η (x, t)](with parametri η-dependene refleting spatial inhomogeneity). Together,these two onnetions form equations
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Figure 10: Some m = 2 harateristi urves (rays) for a disk in whih Q = 1.2 The
x�axis is saled in orotation radius units. (The figure is reprodued from Toomre 1969)Equations (3) desribe the radial transmission of the signals informingone about invariable wave frequeny and knowingly hanging wavenumber.Toomre omputed them for an easy-to-use but realisti model with Q =
const, V = rΩ(r) = const where the rays r(t) just repeat, in relabeled axes,the form of the dispersion urve ω∗(k). They are followed always in thesense of growing k, beause of whih leading waves (k < 0) an do nothingbut unwind while those trailing (k > 0) wind up more and more. Givenby the loal `slope' dr/dt, cgr hanges its sign as the ray reflets from thenear-orotation barrier, and the Lin-Shu adopted short-wave branh of thesolutions has it negative inside orotation, or direted inwards. A value
cgr

∼=-10 km/se that Toomre found for the solar viinity yields an estimateof few galati years only for the signal to travel from orotation to the ILR.To an already existing tightly wound trailing pattern, an entire ray familymay be ompared in its part after the near-orotation turning point, givingexhaustive knowledge on the urrent and following dynamis of suh a wavepaket (Fig.10): its information will simply be onveyed inward and gatherall at the ILR where the wave group veloity and pith angle tend to zero.To illustrate these `information' results, Toomre omputed the wave-paket evolution. There he relied on the program that had served him andJulian for loal needs of their Cartesian model (JT), beause that model40



lukily revealed an ability to mimi not only the orotation resonane x = 0but also the Lindblad resonanes, sine stars plaed at and moving alonglines x = ±xL = ±κ/2Aky at the expense of shear were asertained to feela cos(kyy) wave at their natural frequeny κ.52 Toomre plaed a short-term emitter of suh waves a little below x = −xL � this imitated a bar� and purposely hose rather long-wave situations λy/λT ≥ 4 where theJT-exploited swing amplifier was all but shut off. His omputations showedthat the `bar'-indued trailing-wave paket propagates outwards; that itsenvelope drifts in approximate onformity with the established by the raymethods harateristi urve; that indeed a larger part of energy flow isrefleted somewhere near orotation; and that the paket drifts bak tox =
−xL where it eventually damps (Fig.11a).The wave-paket evolution in the threshold Q = 1.0 disk was of parti-ular interest. While the Lin-Shu theory allowed the tightly wrapped wavesto reah and touh the orotation irle, it did not know if they ould rossit. And these waves showed they really ould: the paket readily invadedall the healthy tissue between the ILR and OLR, and even got amplified toa degree, but then the inevitable group drift onstrited it like a sausage at
x = 0, squeezed it out of that region and took the forming parts to their LRdestinations, as in the ommon ase of Q > 1 (Fig.11b).5352Of interest is the following reord made by Toomre in January 1968. �The linearlyshearing, onstant surfae density model of a star disk that was used by Bill Julian andmyself admittedly laks i) urvature, ii) boundaries, and iii) any gradients of unperturbedquantities suh as c2

r or κ. Nevertheless it an be used in the following manner to illustrateto all desired numerial auray not only C.C.'s dispersion relation for tightly wrappedspiral waves, but also the related transient behavior and the transfer of energy. Thepoint is that if one were for some reason to hoose any speifi irumferential wavenumber in the JT model, then as Agris orretly pointed out during Frank Shu's thesisexam yesterday, our model, too, would have various Lindblad resonane radii [. . . and theregion between them℄ will then orrespond to what C.C. and Frank all the `prinipalrange'.� (Toomre)53The question on the preferable sense of spiral winding was not disussed expliitlyin T69. Toomre (as well as several others) held that its full solution might be obtainedonly in the global-wave setting of the spiral problem. At the same time, he was sure thatseveral loal findings already gave a suffiient understanding of the trailing-sense benefits.He meant, above all, the delayed harater of ooperative star wakes of non-axisymmetriforing from individual material lumps in a galaxy disk, and the group properties of theLin-Shu spirals. Indeed, sine we do not observe them at the stages of very loose windingand ross orientations, these stages either went already (or were altogether absent) or theystill shall have to go. In the first ase we have the trailing spirals whose old times are almostunknown to us but whose long-lived future is unambiguously assoiated with states prettylose to the today's one. In the seond ase, we would have the leading spirals, huddlingup to their ILR and extremely tightly wrapped in order to avoid premature unwindingbefore too long. Besides, not to forget, the waves of the short-length limit get exitedwith almost no onern of self-gravity, so that only some `pressure'-fore mehanism angenerate them. But what might be onretely any suh `elasti' mehanism loalized in anarrow irumentral ILR region, and how would it manage to reate a pratially irular41



Now what physially do the waves arry over the star disk and how dothey do it? This question was not trivial at the time. Only by the mid-1960sWhitham had worked out a general variational priniple for desribing a widelass of wave fields with dispersion. For weakly modulated pakets it led tothe equation
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= 0, (4)expressing onservation of the wave-ation density E∗/ω∗ and its along-ray transmission with group veloity (E∗ being the mean volume density oflow-amplitude waves, and cgrE∗ � its flow). Toomre oneived that thisshould be appliable to the Lin-Shu waves as well,54 and felt that the 2nd-order WKBJ theory, whih Shu had already been developing to estimatethe rates of hange of wave amplitudes with radius, should also yield anaurate radial derivative of E∗. The dE∗/dr that he first inferred fromShu's analyses differed in two small but vital ways from that implied byequation (4). However Toomre suspeted that some errors had rept intoShu's work. In due ourse he loated them, and Shu soon onurred (Shu1970b,).55 After these small repairs, as Toomre remarked (T69, p.910),wave running away (cgr > 0) from a gently sloping (inelasti) `beah' of the ILR instead ofrushing on it just like an oean wave? Only something akin to a Maxwell demon, Toomreguessed, ould manufature suh short leading waves.Yet he mentioned them one in T69 in the positive sense. Speaking in a footnote ofplausible variants for either one or both m =2 Lindblad resonanes to be absent from agalaxy disk, he remarked that �in suh ases the given wave paket must in some sense berefleted either from the outer edge of the disk or from its enter� and that �in the proessthe harater will presumably hange from trailing to leading, and the sign of the groupveloity should also reverse� (T69, p.909). But, true, at that time Toomre did not thinkseriously about any suh onversion.54�I was glad enough to brag there that I ould also figure out that energy density itself,[... but℄ I was yet prouder of notiing and pointing out that the main onserved densityis not even that energy as suh, but instead the ation density [...℄ whih Kalnajs inturn soon told me had to be `the exess density of angular momentum assoiated withthe wave'. [...℄ There was nothing very original about either aomplishment, thoughof ourse it ould not have been entirely obvious a priori that Whitham's Lagrangianreasoning would apply here as well, with these ollisionless stars rather than some morestandard fluid.� (Toomre)55(Toomre): �Even in 1967 I was well aware that Frank Shu seemed to be progressingniely with his thesis, and was still laiming to onfirm and to expand upon the `gradientinstability' whih he and C.C. had announed rather ryptially in Lin & Shu 1966. Indetail, I did not pay muh attention until he had finished, but then gave his analysis anexeptionally lose going-over one he had been awarded his PhD. [...℄ Amidst his immenseand rather impressive 2nd-order WKBJ alulation I eventually loated two small algebraierrors, one I had suspeted beause his inferred dE/dr did not quite math what I hadhoped for in what beame eqn (34) of T69. Frank soon agreed, and that was the end ofthose gradient instabilities!�(Kalnajs): �As to the famous `gradient instabilities' I went as far as to type up a short42



Figure 11: A density wave evolving (a) in the Q = 1.2 and (b) Q = 1.0 loal models.
r0, r0�xL and r0 +xL are the orotation, ILR and OLR radii, xL = λT , P0 = 2π/κ0. (Thefigure is reprodued from Toomre 1969)
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Fig. 11 (b)Shu's work unwittingly losed the main logial gap of his own paper, andthis onluded his expose of the serious strategi error by Lin and Shu �their oversight of the group veloity.paper, dated July 29, 1968. I used my integral equation to show that if you put orotationat the outer edge and made the same sort of tightly wound approximations as Lin andShu, then there ould not be any instabilities. But David Layzer thought that it would befar better if my first publiation on density waves made a positive ontribution. So thiseffort remained in a drawer. As it turned out, the 1969 Toomre paper made a positiveontribution to the field and at the same time debunked the `gradient instabilities'.�Indeed, in a year Shu found it �apparent that the growth (or deay) of the wave ampli-tude arises beause the disturbane is propagated radially in an inhomogeneous mediumand not beause the disturbane is inherently overstable� (Shu 1970, p.110).44



3.3 Soures of spiral wavesFor one thing, Toomre's work Ò69 logially debunked the very priniple ofthe Lin-Shu theoretial onstrution, having shown that for all the profun-dity of their ore QSSS hypothesis their selfsustained-wave laim did not im-mediately follow from their genuinely straightforward � azimuthal-fore-free� `asymptoti' dispersion relation. Yet it also made an important positiveoffer. The point was that wave-paket drifting and damping still did not ex-lude the possibility itself of really long-lived spirals, it only implied that �ifsuh patterns are to persist, the above simply means that fresh waves (andwave energy) must somehow be reated to take the plae of older waves thatdrift away and disappear�.�Where ould suh fresh and relatively open spiral waves oneivably orig-inate? The only three logial soures seem to be: (a) Suh waves mightresult from some relatively loal instability of the disk itself. (b) They maybe exited by tidal fores from outside, suh as from a ompanion or satellitegalaxy. () Or they might be a by-produt of some truly large-sale (but notneessarily spiral) distortion or instability involving an entire galaxy� (T69,p.909).Thus Toomre simply formulated the evident � but as yet unreleased �neessity of establishing real mehanisms for maintaining spiral struture ingalaxies.At the time, Toomre's partiular interest lay in the tidal mehanism.56It arose after his and Hunter's work on bending osillations (modes) of finite-radius thin disks of a single gravitating material (Hunter & Toomre 1969).Among other things, that study hypothesized that the bending of our Galaxymight be due to the vertial omponent of tidal fore during a possible losepassage of the Large Magellani Cloud (LMC). The authors rekoned thattheir relatively slowly evolving m = 1 retrograde responses were the onlyplausible andidates for the observed distortion. This made them infer a56By the 1960s, the version of gravitational tides as mainly ausing the observed varietyof `peuliar' forms of interating galaxies had been disredited, and what was brought tothe forefront were alternative onsiderations about magnetism, explosions, ejetions, andjust as-yet-unknown `fores of repulsion', all kept at a level of hopes and suspiions (thetopi has been niely reviewed in Toomre & Toomre 1973). During the deade, thetidal ideas were being gradually rehabilitated, but, Toomre notied (Toomre & Toomre1972, p.623℄, �judging from the reservations admitted by Zwiky (1963, 1967) despitehis former use of words like `ountertide' and `tidal extensions' � and espeially fromthe vehement doubts expressed by Vorontsov-Velyaminov (1962, 1964), Gold and Hoyle(1959)℄, Burbidge, Burbidge and Hoyle (1963), Pikel'ner (1963, 1965), Zasov (1967), andmost reently by Arp (1966, 1969a,b, 1971) � it has usually seemed muh less obviousthat the basis of also suh interations ould be simply the old-fashioned gravity.� Only inthe early 1970s did the tides find proper treatment (Tashpulatov 1969, 1970; Kozlov et al1972); that was a period of general reovery and renewal of interests to galaxy dynamis.45



very lose passage at a perigalati distane of 20-25 kp and, to bring esti-mates into appreiable onsistene, even laim to favor a solar galatoentridistane RO
∼= 8 kp instead of a little too `ineffetive' 10 kp santioned atthe time by the IAU. But Hunter and Toomre �were blissfully unaware� ofthe work by Pfleiderer and Siedentopf (1961; 1963) and �also did not realizethe undue sensitivity � whih those German authors had already implied �of any suh disk to the horizontal omponents of the same tidal fore duringa diret enounter of low inlination� (Toomre 1974, p.351).57 In a sense,Pfleiderer beame Toomre's eye-opener, and in the losing part of T69 healready proposed that muh of any spiral density wave in our Galaxy mighthave evolved from vibrations set up during suh a passage of the LMC. Pro-viding its orbital eentriity e ≥ 0.5, it would have spent less than onegalati year traversing the nearest 900 of galatoentri longitude, and inthe diret � not retrograde � ase the implied angular speed Ωs would haveroughly mathed the speed of advane, Ω−κ/2, of the slow m = 2 `dispersionorbit'. �And that, oupled with the dominant m = 2 harater of the tidalfore in the plane, means any diret lose passage of the LMC should havebeen very effetive in exiting m = 2 osillations of the Galaxy� at a radiuswhere Ωs = Ω− κ/2. �It also suggests that, even with self-gravitation takeninto aount, the resulting `pattern speed' should have been of the order of10 km/se/kp� (T69, p.911).Toomre (1969) supported his reasoning by omputations of the per-turber's ation on the Galaxy disk test partiles (Fig.12). Then he madea separate `progress report' at the Basel Symposium (Toomre 1970), butsoon turned his tidal interests to more spetaular and ontroversial forms,whih resulted in the famous dynamial study of `galati bridges and tails'57Pfleiderer reasoned that tidal ation should be muh the strongest in the exposed andrelatively slowly rotating outer parts of the galati disks where the mass density is smalland its self-gravity must be weak. He thus just negleted the latter and treated the diskpartile dynamis as the restrited three-body problem, these three being the test partileand mass enters of the paired galaxies. Suh an over-idealization greatly simplified hisomputer work (whih still remained time-onsuming sine hundreds of trial enounterswere required for an understanding of the effets of various mass ratios, orbital parametersand times and diretions of viewing).�These test-partile alulations an, of ourse, be ritiized for their total neglet ofany interations between the various partiles. However, this is not to say that the self-gravity of these relatively low-density parts of the disk should immediately have been ofmajor importane, nor does it ontradit our qualitative piture about the evolution ofthe waves: For one thing, the relatively sudden passage of the LMC should have induedroughly the same initial veloities regardless of the subsequent disturbane gravity foresfrom within this system. And also, it seems that the prinipal effet of that latter mutualattration of the various disk partiles should have been to enhane the shearing disussedabove, sine in effet it would have redued the epiyli frequeny κ and thus aused thewave speeds Ω − κ/2 at the various radii to beome more disparate.� (T69, p.912)46



Figure 12: A time history of the displaements of four rings of noninterating testpartiles provoked by a simulated diret passage of the LMC. The spiral urves onnetpoints on eah ring whih are at maximum distane from the Galaxy enter. Point `CM'marks the loation of the enter of mass. Time in units of 108 years is rekoned from theperigalati point. (The figure is reprodued from Toomre 1969)done jointly with his brother (Toomre & Toomre 1972).5858�The hopes of Hunter and myself that an unusually lose passage of the LMC ausedthe well-known warp of this Galaxy proved to be sadly in error. I worked on that topiquite intensely for another year or so, and even `predited' a long tidal stream to be tornloose from the LMC in turn [...℄ and probably inlined about 30 degrees to the plane ofour Galaxy. I never published that, but it was well enough known hereabouts that oneday in early 1972 I got a sudden phone all from Wannier or Wrixon at Bell Labs to askwhether a good hunk of what turned out to be the Magellani Stream whih they hadjust then spotted � about a year or two before Mathewson et al (1974) turned it into abig business from Australia � might possibly be the stream of gas that I had asked aboutamong several of our radio astronomers. And I still remember with pride that it took mejust the few minutes during that phone all, after learning this new Stream was loatedalmost a right angles to this Galaxy, to reply sadly that suh an orientation or orbit ouldnot help Hunter and me at all, and that there apparently we had lost !That Basel example led me soon to enlist the help of my own brother Juri, who wasthen affiliated with one NASA researh institute in New York City that had muh betteromputers than any that I had aess to ... and that in turn eventually led to our jointpaper Toomre & Toomre 1972. No, we did not even ome lose to explaining the warp ofour Galaxy ... but we did end up explaining other nie things like NGC 4038/39 = `TheAntennae', and pointing out that the implied galaxy mergers probably explain why we47



IV. GATHERING IN BASEL4.1 Astronomers' applauseThus the redit goes to Lin who not only developed the theoryof spiral waves in muh more detail, but also presented it ina relatively simple form that made it aeptable to the rest ofthe astronomial world. The response of the work of Lin andhis assoiates has been an ever-growing wave researh in thisarea, that has produed many important new results.Contopoulos 1970a, p.303The August 1969 Basel IAU Symposium �The Spiral Struture of Our Galaxy�was a signifiant event in the astronomial life, �the first international gath-ering ever of optial astronomers, of experts in galati dynamis, and ofthe world's greatest radio astrologers�.59 Bok, Contopoulos, Kerr and Linwere the mainstay of its organization presided over by Woltjer who deserved�great redit for planning the symposium to reflet the urrent status of ourknowledge in this field, and for the seletion of speakers� (Lin 1971, p.35).Opening the meeting, Oort onveyed his pleasure that Lindblad's spiral-wave ideas had in reent years been �further worked out by Lin, Shu andYuan, who showed among other things how suh a density wave ausing aspiral pattern ould be sustained by its own spiral gravitational field super-posed on the general axisymmetrial field of the galaxy� (Oort 1970, p.1).This graious view the speaker supplemented with a prudent, if not veiledlyritial, omment.�The theory explains the maintenane but not the origin of spiral struture.I do not think this is an important shortoming, for it is easy to oneiveof proesses whih would start a spiral struture. [. . . ℄ A more seriousproblem seems that of the long-term permanene of the spiral waves. Canthey ontinue to run round during 50 revolutions without fatal damage totheir regularity? Looking at the irregularities in the atual spiral galaxiesone wonders whether the present spirals ould ontinue to exist for suh alarge number of revolutions. [. . . ℄have the elliptials. Quite a twist from where I began.� (Toomre)59An extrat from Baseler Nahrihten quoted in the Symposium proeedings (Bok1970).During the IAU General Assembly in Prague, 1967, various theoretial and observa-tional papers were presented at a speial meeting of Commission 33 on Spiral Struture,most notably inluding �The density wave theory of galati spirals� by Lin, �Magneti ap-proahes to spiral struture� by Pikelner and �Self-gravitating spiral models of the galaxy�by Fujimoto. The partiipants' interest was obvious, and Contopoulos proposed a speialthemati symposium for 1969. It was agreed to hold it �in Basel, a enter of galatiresearh in the enter of Europe� (Beker & Contopoulos 1970, p.vii).48



Dr. Lin has sometime quoted me as having stated [. . . ℄ that in so manyases spiral arms an be followed more or less ontinuously through theentire galaxy. I do not want to withdraw this statement, but I must pointout that it should be supplemented by two essential additions. First, thatin about half of the spirals the struture is either unlear, or there are morethan two arms. Seond, that even in the half that an be lassed among thetwo-armed spirals there are invariably important additional features betweenthe two prinipal arms, while the latter have often a number of seondarybranhes oming off their outer rims.� (Oort 1970, p.2)On its empirial side, the meeting revealed strong exitement and desireof astronomers about establishing the Galaxy's spiral struture, at least ingeneral. Their demonstrations were a mixed olletion, however. Even theutting-edge radio data instilled a santy unanimity at best. Kerr (1970)inferred the Perseus, Sagittarius, Norma-Sutum and Cygnus-Carina Armsas spiral fundamentals, all of pith angles i = 50 − 70 (the latter having ourSun at its inside, and the Orion Spur emanating from it), but Weaver (1970)agreed on only the first two of them, and then with i = 120 − 140. Was it tobe wondered at the satter of opinions of `ordinary' optial reporters? Met-zger (1970) found no definite spiral pattern at all upon the distribution of HIIregions. Courtes et al (1970) re-interpreted data on radial veloities for about6000 HII regions and onluded an i ∼= 200 four-armed spiral. Pavlovskayaand Sharov (1970) gathered a 14-armed (!) spiral from their studies of sur-fae brightness distribution in the Milky Way plane. Vorontsov-Velyaminov(1970, p.17) reminded that the largely disussed tightly wrapped two-armedspiral proposal for our diffiult Galaxy alled for quite a number of full turnsinonsonant to the views of other galaxies, and he advised �not to be in ahaste to onstrut a model of our Galaxy, but to searh the real patternswithout bias�. Vauouleurs (1970) interpreted the remarkable `3-kp arm'as a bar partiularly oriented to the line of sight, for whih he addued evenmore bar-favoring `statistial' arguments. Kerr (1970), to lose this hain,supported an oval distortion of the galati plane as a plausible ause formarked asymmetry of the observed rotation urve in the North and Southquadrants. At the same time, he expressed general onern over a largeunertainty in the determining of galati distanes, whih undermined theogeny of any `large-sale' statements.In this limate of empirial satter and vagueness, Lin stated his �bird'seye view of theoretial developments�, as enlightened by his foal-point QSSShypothesis (Lin 1970). That view aptured: �ten general observationalfeatures whih one must onsider in dealing with spiral features in galax-ies� (p.377); �deep impliations on the physial proesses in the interstellarmedium, and in partiular on the formation of new stars� (p.379); �a bet-ter opportunity for the understanding of the physial proesses, inludingsuh mirosopi behavior as the formation of moleules and dust grains�(p.389); �a deep mystery of the 3-kp arm� that on fat might be �a part of a49



refleted leading wave, of an evanesent type� (p.383); the neessity of reog-nition that the agreement with observations �should not be perfet, sine thegalati disk is perhaps not perfetly irular and the atual struture maynot be a pure mode in the theory� (p.381); �the suess of the theory� asbeing expeted �to embolden us to apply the theory to external galaxies�(p.379). But Lin's speial emphasis was there and on �one important themeto be kept in mind� � oexistene.�The ompliated spiral struture of the galaxies indiates the oexistene ofmaterial arms and density waves, � and indeed of the possible oexistene ofseveral wave patterns. When onfliting results appear to be suggested byobservations, the truth might indeed lie in the oexistene of several patterns.Before taking this `easy way out', one should of ourse try to examine eahinterpretation of the observational data as ritially as possible.There is also oexistene in the problem of origin of spiral struture.From our experiene with plasma physis, we learned that there are manytypes of instabilities. Sine a stellar system is basially a plasmoidal system,various types of instability an also our in the problem of the galatidisk.� (Lin 1970, p.379)Under the auspies of the oexistene theme and in grudging admirationfor Toomre's group-veloity work (as yet unpublished60) that �brings theproblem even into sharper fous� (Lin 1970, p.383), Lin let the sheared wavesoexist in his grand-design view in order to provide it with one of severalpossibilities of an instability mehanism. He presumed that suh wavesnaturally our on the outskirts of a galaxy disk where stars are sparse andthe well-ooled gas is dominant; that this alls up �the Jeans instabilityof the galati disk� and thus a random ourene of loal ondensationsdeveloping in the GLB fashion into trailing spiral-shaped segments; and thateah suh `material arm' produes its own effet, now in the JT manner, and�eventually beomes a roughly self-sustained entity, somewhat like the self-sustained density waves (Lin & Shu 1964, 1966; Lin 1966a) with inherentfrequeny ν = 0 (orotating waves)� (Lin 1970, p.384). But in fat suh`entities', established in loal frames though, were on an intermediate saleat the least, and far enough from their produing soure they ould indeedappear �somewhat like the self-sustained density waves�, but with non-zerofrequeny ν. Thus it was not entirely unreasonable to suspet that a reallymassive outside perturber might be apable of bringing to life some grandgalati spiral.61 Lin, however, was �inlined to disount the roles of thesatellite galaxies in reating spiral patterns�. Believing instead that �indeed,60Contopoulos also mentioned it in Basel, reviewing theoretial spiral developments(Contopoulos 1970a).61Commenting on the fat that �the M51 type spirals in Vorontsov-Velyaminov's ata-logue all have the ompanion galaxy or galaxies on the arm�, Lynden-Bell well admittedthat there �the distortion gravity field of the ompanion is very important and somethingon the lines of [Toomre's℄ work with Julian ought to apply.� (Lynden-Bell 1965b)50



the orotation of wave pattern and material objets in the outer parts ofexternal galaxies ha[d℄ been onfirmed for M33, M51 and M81 by Shu andhis assoiates (Shu et al 1971)�, he favored a piture where M51-type spiralpatterns well originated in remotely orotating loal `self-sustained entities'and one of the arms �would join naturally to the intergalati bridge� (Lin1971, p.36-37).�Owing to resonane, the two-armed struture will prevail as the distur-banes propagate inwards as a group of waves, whih extrats energy fromthe basi rotation of the galaxy. [...℄ The refletion of the waves from theentral region then stabilizes the wave pattern into a quasi-stationary formby transmitting the signal, via long-range fores, bak to the outer regionswhere the waves originated. Thus, there is neessarily the oexistene ofa very loose spiral struture and a tight spiral struture. Population I ob-jets stand out sharply in the tight pattern while stars with large dispersivemotion would primarily partiipate in the very loose pattern.� (Lin 1970,p.383)62Lin's views of spiral struture, generously illustrated at the Basel sympo-sium in the oordinated presentations of his assoiates (Roberts 1970; Shu1970a; Yuan 1970), evoked in quite a few of the astronomers a sort of delightimparted so eloquently by Bok in his `Summary and Outlook'.63�Until half of a deade ago, most of us in this field were of the opinion thatthe magneti fields near the galati plane [...℄ would probably have provedsuffiiently strong to hold the spiral arms together as magneti tubes. [...℄Theory took a new turn about five years ago, when Lin and Shu entered thefield with the density wave theory. [...℄ The magnifient work of the MITgroup loosely headed by C.C. Lin has made the pendulum of interpretationswing toward Bertil Lindblad's gravitational approah, and this is wonderfulindeed. [... It℄ is now in full bloom, but we must not fool ourselves and thinkthat all is done exept the mopping up. [...℄ There is ontroversy aplentyeven within the MIT-Harvard family and this is all to the good.We are fortunate indeed that the theorists attended our Symposium infore. [...℄ The observational astronomer is espeially pleased to learn aboutthe interest our theoretial olleagues are showing in observations, and it isa soure of regret to the observers, optial and radio alike, that we annotagree as yet on the full outlines of spiral struture for our Galaxy. Give usa few more years, and we shall be able to tell you all right!� (Bok 1970,pp.457-462)6462In one year or so Lin's enthusiasm for this senario will be tempered. He will onen-trate on mehanisms of spiral persistene, and diret his assoiates' efforts to exploring thefeedbak yles. Remote orotation will be as important there as before, but now withoutreferene to the GLB and JT ideas. The main point will be the WKBJ-wave exursionsto and from the enter, and the assoiated role of a entral bar.63Very instrutive is the view of the ontemporary spiral progress by Goldreih whoafter leaving the subjet by mid-1960s �remained an interested spetator to the battlesbetween Alar Toomre and C.C. Lin�. �Although I generally favored the arguments of theformer � he realls � the latter's ampaign was more suessful.� (Goldreih)64Possibly, suh a generous support of Lin's initiative by several leading astronomers51



4.2 Distint autionsLin's programme for developing Lindblad's idea into a fulltheory has up to now led to a theory of waves with neither aonvining dynamial purpose nor a ertain ause.Lynden-Bell & Kalnajs 1972, p.25All things onsidered, only umbersome `global' mode analy-ses and/or numerial experiments seem to offer any real hopeof ompleting the task of providing the wave idea of Lindbladand Lin with the kind of firm dedutive basis that one like toassoiate with problems of dynamis. Toomre 1977, p.452Publi aknowledgment of the Lin shool was quite natural. Its initiativegreatly helped in re-orienting astronomers toward ative reognition of andobservational tests for the gravitational nature and density-wave embodi-ment of large-sale spiral struture. No sooner had Lin adopted the QSSShypothesis, he set himself the urgent and essential task of giving it adequateempirial support. The thing demanded a pratiable analytial tool, andby 1966 he got it in a faile and handy asymptoti dispersion relation. Thatit explained neither the origin of spiral struture, nor the ause and meha-nism for its tentatively long maintenane may well have worried Lin, but inonsort with his original plan he relegated these kinds of topis to the futureand rushed straight into empirial testing, having added some heavy laimsto his available basis as if adequately baking the grand and quasi-steadyspirals. Conveyed by him with the weight of his authority, this played animportant part in turning the tide of the battle in his favor... and it affetedthe intuition, taste and attitude of his audiene toward more fundamentalaspets of the spiral problem.Nonetheless, there were presentations at the Basel meeting that alertedits partiipants to the fat that true understanding of global spiral-makinglay far beyond the asymptoti theory they applauded and was bound totake quite a while longer. One of the autions ame from Kalnajs (1970) inonnetion with his long-term theme of oupled epiyli osillations of starsin a thin disk.Lindblad had introdued and studied the test-star-studded narrow rings� `dispersion orbits'. Kalnajs (1965) in his thesis examined their gravitationalof the day partly refleted their desire to see in him a diret follower of Lindblad, theirprevious indifferene to whose efforts might have evoked in them feelings of regret andsome guilt. �I do not believe it � Contopoulos omments on this guess. � In partiular Bokwanted a simple theory to explain star formation and migration. I remember that when Ipresented the work of Fujimoto in Prague (1967) and wrote down only two formulae hetold me: �Very good George, but too mathematial�. A few years later, Bok expressed hisdisappointment to me, beause the density wave theory had beome rather ompliated.I do not think that Bok appreiated the more formal work of Lindblad.� (Contopoulos)52



oupling, first in pairs65 and then in the whole, already in a ontinuous disksetting. There he derived an integral equation for his disk's osillatory dy-namis,66,67 and in Basel he demonstrated a variant of its numerial solution.That was a trailing bar-spiral mode m = 2 with an e-fold growth in abouttwo rotational periods of the outer disk (Fig.13a). Kalnajs was pretty surethat his analysis already resolved muh of the global spiral-mode problem,and he believed that at least qualitative onfrontation with the evidenewould prove suessful. In this respet he attahed partiular importaneto the fat that his analyzed gas-omponent reation to the forming modeshowed a tightly wrapped two-armed spiral (Fig.13b). It was, however, farfrom ertain why his main unstable mode ould not grow faster and how,even at rather moderate growth rates, it would help one for very long. But65Kalnajs onsidered a pair of rings separated by a orotation region. He found that eahof them is orresponded by two basi osillatory modes, one fast and the other slow, andthat even in axisymmetrially stable situations the different-type mode oupling reatesinstability ausing an outward angular momentum transfer. Yet on this fat �it wouldbe premature to draw any onlusions about spiral arms of galaxies�, he judged (Kalnajs1965, p.81). �By that time I knew about the shearing sheet results. The two-ring exampleworks even more aurately in this setting. But of ourse one knows that the sheet isstable and therefore the results inferred from two rings are not the same as that from 2Nrings � of mass proportional to 1/N � when one lets N go to infinity.� (Kalnajs)66To redue his omplex integral equation, Kalnajs limited its frequeny range by spe-ifying angular momentum radial distribution. He took Lindblad's Ω−κ/2 ∼= const for themain part of a flat galaxy and the Keplerian Ω ∼= κ for its outer part, thus imitating (orimplying) an `edge' in his galati system. As in the ase of paired rings, two modes, slowand fast, grew prevalent, the first one ontributing muh more. This enabled Kalnajs todesribe the modes separately and then aount for their oupling by perturbation theorymethods. The kernel of the slow-mode equation revealed no pole, it was symmetrial, andthe mode stable and devoid of trailing or leading signs. But the kernel of the fast-modeequation had a pole at the OLR assoiated with the said `edge'. This hanged the qual-itative situation: interating with the OLR, the relatively slowly growing perturbationssupported the trailing harater of the fast mode and, therefore, of the entire spiral wave.67(Contopoulos): �Kalnajs' thesis has a orret remark about trailing waves in a par-tiular page. I opied it and asked Toomre whether he ould find there the preferene oftrailing waves, but he ouldn't. This onvined me that I should publish my own results.�(Toomre): �I have no suh memory, but this is in no way to dispute George's ownreolletion. [...℄ He always strove to be very fair to Agris as a signifiant independentworker who had many good ideas and sound mathematis. And so it is entirely plausiblethat he asked me whether I thought that Agris � then still laking any true global-moderesults that his thesis had been struggling to develop � had really linhed that all realistispirals must trail. Indeed, I remain pretty sure that Agris by then had not done so . . . butask him yourself!�(Kalnajs): �Unlike most people who would prefer a physial (or verbal) explanation,George was keen to see the mathematis behind the leading/trailing preferene. Fortu-nately there is a simple enough approximation of the galati parameters in the viinityof an OLR whose ontribution to the integral equation an be evaluated in losed form.The result is eqn (117) of my thesis. In the subsequent three pages I explained how thatontribution to the kernel hanges from one that in the absene of a resonane does notfavor leading over trailing, to one that prefers trailing waves when a resonane is present.[...℄ Today I would use a simpler example, perhaps the shearing sheet.�53



anyway that ast no doubt on Kalnajs' prinipal result � the strong tendenyof a star disk to develop a temporary open two-armed spiral struture, whihin turn enourages bar-formation. Thus the Shmidt model of our Galaxy,whih was more or less favored in the 1960s by various investigators andwhih Kalnajs now heked, was seriously unstable and unsatisfatory. Iftrue, this alone would soon overwhelm any `self-sustained modes' of Lin andShu peaefully revolving in a disk of stars.Another aution ame in Basel from the evidene provided by numerialexperiments. First omputer simulations of the flat-galaxy dynamis as the
N−body problem had been performed in the late 1950s by P.O. Lindblad(1962). He then took about 200 points only, beause the early eletroniomputer was painfully slow on diret alulation of paired interations forappreiably higher N 's. This stimulated new approahes to numerial ex-periments, and by 1968 Kevin Prendergast and Rihard Miller worked outa more effetive sheme whih, alulating fores in a limited number ofells, allowed rather quik and aurate dynamial desription of as muh as105partiles or so.68 Inspired with the observation that �beause the programis new, new results are oming rapidly� (Prendergast & Miller 1968, p.705),they and William Quirk prepared for Basel a motion piture of �the veryinteresting physial impliations� of their experiments (Miller et al 1970a,b).Spetaular spiral patterns were found to �nearly always develop [already℄ inthe early stages� of their model disks, yet � they argued � these �annot bevalid N−body analogues of the spiral patterns of atual galaxies� as mostevidently refleting violent reorganization of the artifiially arranged initialstate. More importantly, it was asertained that �mahine alulations typ-ially produe `hot' systems that are largely pressure-supported� (Miller etal 1970b, p.903-4), in ontrast to the observed thin disks in galaxies.The above experimenters found a simple but interesting way out � a`manual' ooling �by appropriately modifying the systems already in the om-puter� (Miller et al 1970b, p.904). By integration steps (yles) they ooledsome 10% of their partiles, preserving their orbital momentum to imitatetheir inelasti mutual ollisions and make them dynamially akin to inter-stellar gas louds. As before, the remaining 90% heated up to the irular-speed-omparable veloity dispersions, but with this a bar was formed andalso a trailing pattern of moderate winding that, although haoti and flexi-ble as it might appear as a whole, ontained a bar-bound m = 2 spiral waveomponent (Fig.14). Slowly revolving in the sense of general flow, the barand the gradually tightening spiral faded from the sight in about three diskrotations.68Following Miller & Prendergast (1968), partiles `jumped' between disrete-valuedloations and veloities under disrete fores. The fast finite Fourier-transform methodwas used for solving Poisson's equation at eah integration step.54



Figure 13: Kalnajs' growing bar mode: exess densities (a) in the stellar disk, (b) inits gas layer. Large and small irles mark the outer Lindblad and orotation resonanes,point S � Sun's position. (The figure is reprodued from Kalnajs 1970)
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Frank Hohl and Roger Hokney worked out a more aurate omputa-tional sheme in the late 1960s (Hokney & Hohl 1969). Unlike Prendergastand oworkers, Hohl's interest lay in `pure' dynamis of ollisionless mod-els.69 In Basel he experimentally onfirmed the fat of fast � for a period ofone revolution � small-sale fragmentation of old star disks and its preven-tion by a massive (no less than four disk masses) spherial halo (Hohl 1970a).The hot disks were heked separately (Hohl 1971) to get stable in Toomre'saxisymmetri sense at the initial `temperature' Q = 1, but then they stillremained unstable against relatively slowly growing large-sale disturbanesthat aused the system to assume a very pronouned bar-shaped strutureafter two rotations (Fig.15);70 in major features it onfirmed the growingbar-spiral mode piture that Kalnajs (1970) had obtained via his integralequation. The total lak of spiral shapes of respetable duration in this andevery other purely stellar-dynamial experiment onduted with sizable fra-tions of `mobile' mass was a result that almost spoke for itself.71 Indeed,just like the modal work of Kalnajs and the N-body results of Prendergastet alia, it autioned everyone at Basel that this strong tendeny toward bar-making very muh needed to be understood and tamed lest it overwhelm theQSSS hopes of Lin and all his admirers.AfterwordBy the beginning of the 1970s the spiral subjet was in onsiderable disar-ray. The still popular QSSS hypothesis of Lin and Shu, along with theirillustrative semi-empirial theory, was onfronted with serious diffiulties.Lin and his assoiates were put learly on the defensive over their tightlywrapped (quasi)-steady modes on two prinipal fronts: from the radial prop-agation at the group veloity that would tend to wind them almost at thematerial rate, and from the tendenies of galaxy disks toward a strong globalinstability that appeared likely to overwhelm them. Of ourse, one mightlaim that all suh threats were just imaginary and temporary, and only ofaademi interest, on the ground that nature itself had overome them (as69To avoid omputational artifats, Hohl had arefully examined properties of his nu-merial shemes and showed that his N−body models were indeed ollisionless (Hohl 1973)and their behavior was independent of the partile number, ell size and integration timestep (Hohl 1970b).70In two more rotations, a nearly axisymmetri distribution of stars around a massiveentral oval resulted, revolving about half as fast as the initial disk.71�It is oneivable, of ourse, that some milder instabilities whih might themselveshave led to more enduring spirals, were thwarted in these experiments by a kind of over-heating from the fiere initial behavior. This seems unlikely, however, beause of Hohl'sextra tests with that artifiial ooling (Hohl 1971).� (Toomre 1977, p.468)56



Figure 14: The formation and evolution of the bar-spiral struture in a partially ooledgravitating disk. (The frames are reprodued from Miller et al 1970)say for the ase of the bar-making instability of stellar disks, the resue fromwhih was atively sought in the 1970s in a massive inert halo that in fatwas not needed). One might also be onfident that the QSSS hypothesismust be orret, as illuminated by the everlasting truth of Hubble's las-sifiation of the galati morphologies. One might even take pride in thehistorial fat that an interesting and very promising onept developed, al-though not onneted to the wave steadiness, on spiral shoks in interstellargas and their indued star formation. But suh a heuristi approah did notstimulate very strong progress in understanding dynamial priniples of thespiral phenomenon; moreover, it often misled, and a rih irony was alreadythat the supposed QSSS favorites M51 and M81 (Lin held originally that alarge majority of the galaxies � 70% � �are normal spirals like the whirlpool�(Lin 1966a, p.877)) turned out most probably not to be quasi-steady at all.A further irony was the ontinuing failure of Lin and Shu to aount thetrailing harater of their `modes', while that was already grasped by theirdiret `dedutive' opponents. But the greatest irony lay in the fat that theonept later known as swing amplifiation, worked out by the mid-1960s,was originally denigrated by Lin's amp as relating exlusively to `materialarms', whereas it turned out in the end to be of vital importane to this en-57



Figure 15: The evolution of a stellar disk from an initially balaned state of uniformrotation and marginal stability Q = 1. Time is in initial rotation period units. (The figureis reprodued from Hohl 1971)
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tire spiral enterprise inluding the variants of haoti ragged patterns, tidaltransient grand designs and growing or quasi-steady modes.The 1970s that ame promised many interesting events in the spiralarena, beause � here we repeat what we said in the beginning of the paperand with it lose our narrative � by that time it had beome very lear toeveryone that muh hard work still remained to explain even the persistene,muh less the dynamial origins, of the variety of spirals that we observe.AknowledgementsThe present Papers I and II were made possible thanks entirely to the gen-erous and responsive partiipants of the events desribed. V. Antonov, G.Contopoulos, P. Goldreih, C. Hunter, W. Julian, A. Kalnajs, C.C. Lin,P.O. Lindblad, D. Lynden-Bell, F. Shu, A. Toomre and C. Yuan providedme with important materials, memories, opinions, and also gave me, kindlyand patiently, answers and omments on my endless queries. Various helpalso ame from L. Athanassoula, G. Bertin, H. Eisenberg, A. Fridman, I.Genkin, G. Idlis, V. Korhagin, I. Korshunova, G. Kulikov, G. Kurtik, M.Maksumov, Yu. Mishurov, D. Muhamedshin, M. Orlov, L. Osipkov, V.Polyahenko, A. Rastorguev, M. Roberts, E. Ruskol, J. Sellwood, K. Se-menkov, V. Sheremet, F. Tsitsin. My speial thanks go to T. Agekian, V.Gorbatsky and V. Orlov for their kind invitations for me to speak at theirseminars at the St. Petersburg State University, and also to E. Kolotilovand V. Komissarov for their hospitality during the period I was ompletingthe manusript at the Crimean station of the Sternberg State AstronomialInstitute in the summer of 2003.
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